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Abstract 
Many cities in the United States have experienced job loss due to a shift from industrial-
based to information and service economies, as well as the outsourcing of labor jobs to 
overseas locations. In the absence of industrial jobs once occupied by low-skilled 
workers, the problem that compelled this study was a perceived gap between the skills 
required by the employers who now hire such workers and the actual skills those workers 
have. The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore the espoused skills 
required by employers in a rural region of the southeastern United States to inform the 
curricula alignment of a supporting workforce training center (WTC) that provides 
training and skills certification to the area’s workforce. The research questions guiding 
this study were designed to help explore and understand the needs of employers and 
whether the WTC was adequately training low-skilled workers to meet those needs. The 
conceptual framework for the study included Mezirow’s transformational learning theory. 
The sampling method was purposeful to include only Chamber of Commerce members as 
potential business participants. The participants consisted of 14 business managers, 
supervisors, and human resource directors from local businesses, as well as the local 
WTC director. Overall, the WTC curricula aligned with the employer identified skills, 
even though the WTC did not provide industry-specific skills training for some of the 
represented industries. In addition, not all employers were aware of and utilized WTC 
services when looking for new hires. Recommended strategies to increase collaboration 
between the WTC and local businesses are provided in a policy project paper. Positive 
change occurs when WTCs prepare and place the unemployed in jobs and careers. 
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Our Deepest Fear.... 
by Marianne Williamson 
“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. 
Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. 
It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. 
We ask ourselves, 'Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?' 
Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child of God. 
Your playing small does not serve the world. 
There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won't  
feel insecure around you. 
We are all meant to shine, as children do. 
We were born to make manifest the glory of God that is within us. 
It's not just in some of us; it's in everyone. 
And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people  
permission to do the same. 
As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.” 
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Section 1: The Problem 
Introduction 
The middle and southeastern United States has endured two decades of job loss as 
industrial-based economies transition to information and service economies (Chopra, 
2016; Fallin, 2014; Thiede, Lichter, & Sanders, 2015; Torraco, 2016; Young, 2013). 
Unemployed and under financial stress, many workers and their families living in rural 
areas have felt the pressure of new challenges and obstacles this new high tech, high 
demand economy brings (Slack, 2014; Torraco, 2016; Young, 2013). The people affected 
by this shift include a generation of workers who once earned good wages working in 
textile mills, in manufacturing and production companies, and some agriculture jobs that 
have since closed or have been outsourced (Athreya, Neelakantan, & Romero, 2014; El 
Mansour & Dean, 2016; Lichter & Schafft, 2014; Young, 2013). In many cases, this 
group of individuals has been laid off from old-economy jobs that will likely never 
return, or their skills are no longer sufficient for newly created positions (Bhat, 2010; 
Blustein, Kozan, & Connors-Kellgren, 2013; Griswold & Ellis, 2012; Office of the 
Governor of Virginia, 2014a; Wandner & Eberts, 2014).  
Displaced and unemployed workers often struggle to achieve economic stability 
and self-sufficiency without the benefit of a high school diploma or a college degree 
(Danziger & Ratner, 2010; Wandner & Eberts, 2014). Adult workers 25-years-old and 
older have difficulty learning to adapt to economic circumstances over which they have 
little or no control (Gabriel, Gray, & Goregaokar, 2013; Hees, Rottinghaus, Briddick, & 
Conrath, 2012; Slack, 2014). For some adults, the shock of job loss negatively burdens 
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them and their families who depend entirely on a single income for subsistence and 
quality of life (Blustein et al., 2013; Mandemakers & Monden, 2013). As purported by 
Athreya et al., (2014), the goal in these situations is to provide workforce training 
programs to help low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers find and keep 
meaningful employment. The problem that compels this study is the need to explore the 
alignment of the Workforce Training Center (WTC) training curriculum and the needs of 
regional employers to ensure the certificate and license training programs offered by 
WTC match employer needs. 
Definition of the Problem 
The governor of Virginia, the state where this study took place, called for WTCs, 
workforce development, and centers for continuing education at community colleges to 
partner with employers to discuss and identify skill sets needed for economic 
development in southern Virginia (Benbow & Hora, 2016; Jacobson, 2016; Office of the 
Governor, 2014a). Partnering with businesses, industries, and employers, according to the 
governor, will ultimately improve jobs, careers, and the quality of life for workers, as 
well as the overall economy for impacted areas (Office of the Governor, 2014b; Slack, 
2014). WTCs also need to work to align their training curricula for low-skilled workers 
with the needs of local employers (WTC Director, personal communication; May 2015, 
January 2016). The context for this study, therefore, is situated in the Governor’s call to 
action combined, with the need to align WTC curricula better to improve the 
employability and lives of low-skilled workers. 
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Weedon and Tett (2013) reported that low-skilled workers are targeted in a 
knowledge and service economy, and employers should provide every opportunity for 
them to upgrade their skills. In locations where the problem is pervasive, low-skilled 
workers would benefit from opportunities to develop and improve employability skills to 
compete in an ever-changing economy. Likewise, Griswold and Ellis (2012) suggested 
that displaced workers attend training programs provided by workforce development and 
continuing education centers to acquire the necessary credentials and skills to re-enter the 
workforce successfully. Unless those training centers offer training that is aligned with 
employer needs; however, neither the workers nor the area’s businesses will gain the 
needed benefits from the training efforts. 
The Virginia Governor’s Office projections included the need for workforce 
credentials to increase to 1,500 in 2015 and “triple the number of postsecondary 
education and workforce” credential programs through 2019 (Economic Research 
Service, 2013, 2014a, 2014b; Office of the Governor, 2014b). As declared by Weedon 
and Tett (2013), “low-skilled workers lack confidence and need support to ensure growth 
and social inclusion” (p. 724). Griswold and Ellis (2012) also recommended that 
displaced workers attend community and technical colleges to acquire the necessary 
credentials and skills to re-enter the workforce successfully. As adults return to school to 
upgrade employability skills, workforce development centers need to respond to goals 
and objectives that align with employer needs (Holzer, 2015; Robles, 2012; Srivastava & 
Hasan, 2016). 
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Rationale 
Evidence of the Problem at the Local Level  
Adult workers living in rural areas have been disproportionately impacted by a 
lagging economy and the outsourcing of jobs (Farber, 2011; Holland, 2015; Schaeffer, 
Kahsai, & Jackson, 2013; Thiede, Lichter, & Slack, 2016). Layoffs resulted because of 
company and business downsizing and cutting costs, relocation or closures, and changes 
in technology (Cover, 2011; Slack & Jensen, 2014; Sung & Ashton, 2014). As a result, 
the changing economy placed low-skilled, displaced and unemployed workers at a 
disadvantage when they attempted to compete against job candidates with more training, 
education, and updated skills (El Mansour & Dean, 2016; Landon & Ritz, 2011). To 
better meet the needs of business and industry in rural areas, WTCs must partner with 
employers to identify skills needed to train workers to meet the employers’ present and 
future workforce demands (Alexander & Goldberg, 2011; Farber, 2011; Jacobson, 2016; 
Office of the Governor, 2014b; U.S. Department of Education, 2012). 
According to the Office of the Governor (2014b), the state suffers economically 
because there are not enough skilled and educated workers to meet the demands of the 
state’s employers. In Virginia, the Governor’s priority to improve the employment status 
of unemployed workers is a positive step toward strengthening the workforce and the 
state’s economy (Economic Research Service, 2014a, 2014b; Office of the Governor, 
2014b; U.S. Department of Education, 2012). Athreya et al., (2014) reported an 11% 
unemployment rate for adult workers with minimal education compared to only 5% 
unemployment for individuals with a college degree. The authors further reported the 
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unemployment rate for adult workers without a high school education at 15.8%, 
compared to 6.3% for high school credentialed workers, and only 3.3% for college-
educated workers (Athreya et al., 2014). Because the 2007-2009 recession caused so 
many companies in the rural southeast to downsize, close, and relocate the Office of the 
Governor (2014a) predicted that 50,000 unemployed and low-skilled individuals would 
experience job loss for lack of employment. Therefore, workforce development centers 
must partner with employers to improve employability skills (Griswold & Ellis, 2012; 
Magsamen-Conrad, Dillon, Hanasono, & Valdez, 2016; Office of the Governor, 2014b; 
Slack & Jensen, 2014).  
The focus of this study was to explore the degree to which a local WTC was 
preparing its low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed adult students for success in the 
local job market based on the needs of local employers. In rural southeast Virginia, the 
Governor called for the workforce training and workforce development centers to align 
their education and training programs with the needs of local businesses and employers in 
this region of Virginia (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015a, 2015b; Office of the Governor, 
2014b; U.S. Department of Education, 2012, 2015). The alignment of workforce training 
programs curricula is to include industry certifications and license/credential training that 
will make these individuals more marketable while serving to improve their economic 
status in this region (Office of the Governor, 2014a, 2014b). In response to this initiative, 
the WTC planned to improve its training program curriculum to provide training to low-
skilled, displaced, and unemployed adult workers (WTC Director, personal 
communication; May 2015, January 2016). In the effort to ensure that economic growth 
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and stability return to southern Virginia, it was deemed to be desirable for the workforce 
development centers throughout this region to meet with local businesses and employers 
to discuss needed skills, and then train individuals for those jobs (WTC Director, 
personal communication; May 2015, January 2016). Accordingly, it was intended that 
these new skills foci will prepare displaced and unemployed workers for 21st Century 
employment. Duru-Nnebue (2012), however, questioned whether community colleges 
possess needed resources to align certificate-based curricula properly with the 
requirements of local businesses. The purpose of this study, therefore, was to provide a 
research resource to determine the skills needs of employees of the local employers.  
Evidence of the Problem from the Professional Literature 
Evidence of the problem at the local level, as reflected in the governor’s call-to-
action, parallels similar problems were being discussed in the professional literature. The 
literature indicates a high unemployment rate and weakening of the labor market after the 
recession of 2007-2009 (Anderson, 2015; Farber, 2011; Itkin & Salmon, 2011; 
Magsamen-Conrad et al., 2016; Torraco, 2016; U.S. Department of Labor, 2011). The 
weakening of the labor market in rural Southern America caused many individuals who 
lost jobs due to economic globalization, outsourcing of employment, and technological 
innovation to be without adequate skills to re-enter the job market (Holzer, 2015; Russell, 
2011; Rycroft-Malone et al., 2015; Torraco, 2016). Evidence from workforce training 
literature suggested that adult workers will need additional training and skills to meet the 
demands of a fast-paced, technology-driven, and ever-shrinking economy (Holzer, 2015; 
Russell, 2011; Rycroft-Malone et al., 2015; Torraco, 2016). With continued transitions in 
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our economy, coupled with a society that relies ever more heavily on technology, WTCs 
must work collectively with employers to discuss new skill sets and knowledge needed 
by adults to contribute in meaningful ways (Alexander & Goldberg, 2011; Jacobson, 
2016; Office of the Governor, 2014a).  
Thomas (2014) highlighted the need for community colleges and WTCs to partner 
with businesses to align skills and credentials for meeting the needs of businesses and 
industry in the region. The governor called this initiative The New Virginia Economy 
because rural and southern Virginia needed to be overhauled for inclusion in the broader 
economy and market (Holzer, 2015; Office of the Governor, 2014b). Offering training 
through workforce development centers to the rural and southern communities would 
better prepare low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers in finding and keeping 
meaningful jobs (Alexander & Goldberg, 2011; Benbow & Hora, 2016; Jacobson, 2016).  
Duru-Nnebue (2012) conducted a study to help education institutions ensure the 
workforce training programs students are completing have the required and expected 
outcomes. Duru-Nnebue’s research advanced the field of study; yet, identified a gap 
needed for exploring local workforce training programs from the perspective of 
employers and program partners to align local needs and curricula. This study addressed 
the research gap identified by Duru-Nnebue as I provided answers to questions about 
21st-century jobs in the local region, the difference between current job skills certificate 
training being offered by the WTC, and the local area’s employers’ needs. 
Definitions 
The following key terms are important to this research topic: 
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Displaced worker: A displaced worker, also called a dislocated worker, is a 
person who has lost a job as a result of a company closing, downsizing, relocating, or 
outsourcing to a foreign country (Blustein et al., 2013; Griswold & Ellis, 2012; Itkin & 
Salmon, (2011). 
Hard skills: Hard skills, also referred to as technical skills, are specific, teachable 
abilities such as working with equipment, software, data, and job training. These skills 
are transferrable from one employment to another (Laker & Powell, 2011; Pellegrino & 
Hilton, 2012; Vijayalakshmi, 2016). 
Low-skilled worker: A low-skilled worker, as operationalized for this study, is an 
individual who lack adequate skills to conduct tasks in the workplace because of their 
education level, or background training (Sanders, Oomens, Blonk, & Hazelzet, 2011; 
Weedon & Tett, 2013) 
Interpersonal skills: Interpersonal skills comprise the ability to get along with 
others and work as a team while getting the job done. These skills include personal 
communication and listening, displaying the right attitude, and goal-directed behavior 
while working (Kyllonen, 2013; Salas, Bedwell, & Fiore, 2011; Vijayalakshmi, 2016). 
Intrapersonal skills: Intrapersonal skills include learned talents and abilities 
within every individual that facilitates a good relationship with self (Kyllonen, 2013; 
Nelson & Low, 2011). Persons with these skills demonstrate they can handle new and 
rapidly changing conditions on the job. Intrapersonal skills are attributes of behavior such 
as playfulness, self-discipline, and the ability to deal with and overcome distractions 
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through stress management (Hoyle & Davisson, 2011; National Research Council, 2012; 
Nelson & Low, 2011; Williams, Robertson, Kieth, & Deal, 2014). 
Soft skills: Learned personal qualities, characteristics, or attributes that facilitate 
success (Laker & Powell, 2011; Mitchell, Skinner, & White, 2010; Pellegrino & Hilton, 
2012; Vijayalakshmi, 2016). 
Unemployed worker: An unemployed worker is an individual who lost a job as a 
result of insufficient work, or their position was relocated or eliminated entirely (Blustein 
et al., 2013; Griswold & Ellis, 2012; Itkin & Salmon, 2011). 
Workforce development centers (WDC): Workforce development programs are 
housed at community colleges to enhance skill development for low-skilled, unemployed, 
and displaced workers (Bragg, Dresser, & Smith, 2012; Choy & Delahaye, 2011). 
Workforce training program (WTP): A workforce training program provided to 
improve and expand workforce training skills to help displaced and unemployed workers 
gain essential job skills (Blustein et al., 2013; Bowman, 2014). 
Significance 
A goal of this qualitative project study was to validate and align a WTC’s 
workforce certificate programs with the needs of regional employers. The unemployment 
rate soared from 1997 to 2003, with 1.5 million rural workers losing jobs (Benbow & 
Hora, 2016; Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015a, 2015b; Glasmeier & Salant, 2006; Itkin & 
Salmon, 2011). The layoff trend continued and worsened during the recession of 2007 to 
2009 when even more workers lost their jobs (Athreya et al., 2014; Itkin & Salmon, 
2011; Wandner & Eberts, 2014). Also, the continuation of the displacement for low-
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skilled workers was predicted, making it even more difficult for long-term displaced and 
unemployed adults to obtain suitable work (Office of the Governor, 2014a; Scully-Russ, 
2013; Scully-Russ, Rose, & Glowacki-Dudka, 2013). Hence, there was a call for local 
businesses, organizations, companies, and communities to work together to offer updated 
vocational, social, critical thinking, and high-tech workforce training programs (Bevins, 
Carter, Jones, Moye, & Ritz, 2012; Depken & Gaggl, 2016; Wagner, 2013). Adult 
educators cannot afford to overlook the ranks of low-skilled workers in the design of 
these new education initiatives. Aligning workforce training programs with local business 
needs serve to improve the livelihood, social well-being, and employment status for low-
skilled, unemployed, and displaced workers, even in rural areas (Benbow & Hora, 2016; 
Cooney, 2011; Griswold & Ellis, 2012; Hees et al., 2012).  
With the changing workplace and workforce in rural America, many adult 
workers have found or concluded their jobs were not as secure as they once thought and 
are now required to learn new skills and new information (UNESCO, 2015). Businesses 
and employers desire employees with higher levels of technical expertise to run basic 
computer equipment such as connecting and disconnecting to printers, accessing the 
Internet, and conducting conference calls (Hayes, 2013; Torraco & Tuliao, 2014). It is 
important for WTCs to partner with businesses and employers to provide every 
opportunity for low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers to learn, grow, and adapt 
as productive workers capable of handling the demands and changes of the workplace 
(Choy & Delahaye, 2011; Mahmud, Parvez, Hilton, Kabir, & Wahid, 2014; McMahon & 
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Horning, 2013; Merriam, Caffarella, & Baumgartner, 2007). It may also be necessary for 
WTCs to provide on-the-job technical training for businesses and company employees. 
In summary, the exploration of employer needs, combined with a systematic 
effort to align WTC curricula to meet those needs, would benefit many people. Workers 
and their families would benefit from more stable employment. Employers would benefit 
from lower employee turnover. The WTC would benefit from increased mission 
effectiveness. Finally, the state would benefit by having fewer people on subsistence 
programs and through a stronger economy bolstered by stronger employment figures.  
Guiding/Research Question 
This qualitative research study was conducted to see if the WTC was preparing 
low-skilled, unemployed, and displaced workers with employment proficiencies and 
technical skills to compete in today’s local market. There is a need for workforce 
development, continuing education centers, and WTCs to partner with employers to align 
skills development with the needs of a knowledge and service economy (Mitchell et al., 
2010; Office of the Governor, 2014a). Partnering with businesses, industries, and 
employers may ultimately improve jobs, careers, and quality of life for workers in the 
area of interest for this study. The overarching question that guided this study aims to 
explore and understand the needs of businesses and employers, and whether the 
partnering WTC was aligning its certificate and training programs to fulfill those needs. 
The following research questions guided this study: 
Research Question 1: What skills do employers identify as substantive 
employability skills when hiring low-skilled employees? 
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Research Question 2: What skills, abilities, and knowledge are espoused by the 
region’s employers as necessary for success for this population of employees? 
Research Question 3: How well do the training and certification programs 
provided by the WTC align with the needs of the region’s employers? 
Review of the Literature 
Conceptual Framework 
Conceptual frameworks are important in qualitative research designs because they 
lay the foundation for theoretical connection, alignment, and integration of the critical 
aspects of the study. According to Ravitch and Riggan (2016), essential elements that 
drive alignment and integration from conceptual frameworks include the structure of the 
research questions, the review of the literature, the data collection and data analysis plans, 
and even the genre or approach of the design itself. When researchers do not develop a 
conceptual framework for their qualitative studies, they run the risk of “leaving the 
research under-conceptualized and methodologically hazy” (Ravitch & Riggan, 2016, p. 
26). Explaining the importance of conceptual frameworks, Ravitch and Riggan 
expounded further that,  
For us, a conceptual framework is an argument about why the topic one wishes to 
study matters, and why the means proposed to study it are appropriate and 
rigorous. …By appropriate and rigorous, we mean that a conceptual framework 
should argue convincingly that: (a) the research questions are an outgrowth of the 
argument for relevance; (b) the research design maps onto the study goals, 
questions, and context(s); (c) the data to be collected provide the research with the 
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raw material needed to explore the research questions; and (d) the analytic 
approach allows the researcher(s) to effectively address (if not always answer) 
those questions. (pp. 28-29) 
Figure 1 is provided as an illustration of the conceptual framework for this study. The 
discussion that follows explains how the framework supports the study based on the 
rigorous and appropriate criteria suggested by Ravitch and Riggan. 
 
Figure 1. The conceptual framework of the study. 
The three major elements of the conceptual framework (see Figure 1) include (a) 
the Governor’s call to action to align training certificate programs with the needs of 
employers, (b) the employee skills needs as stated by employers, and (c) the curricula 
offered by WTCs. The center of the Venn diagram, where all three elements overlap, 
education alignment, is the goal of this study. As called for by the Governor, education 
alignment will occur when WTC’s offer certificate training programs that support the 
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stated skills needs of employers. The three research questions dealing with (a) employer 
skills needs (RQ1 and RQ2) and (b) the degree to which current certificate programs 
support current employer needs (RQ3) correspond to the conceptual framework’s Step 1, 
Step 2, and Step 3, respectively, for data collection and analyses. The data collection and 
analysis plan is explained in the methodology section, Section 2, of this study.  
Transformational Learning as a Grounding Theory 
Mezirow’s transformational learning theory shapes and grounds my goals for this 
study. Transformational learning, or transformative as the term is sometimes referred to, 
is about substantive change (Merriam et al., 2007). It is about the “fundamental change in 
the way individuals” perceive self and the world they live in (Merriam et al., p. 130). 
Mezirow defined transformational learning “as the process of using prior interpretation to 
construe a new or a revised interpretation of the meaning of one’s experience in order to 
guide future action” (Mezirow as cited in Merriam et al., p. 132). His belief was as adults 
get older and mature, their life experiences compelled them to develop an understanding 
of worldviews and the differences between particular events and phenomena that can be 
increasingly comprehensive and discriminate (Mezirow as cited in Merriam et al., p. 
132). This concept provides the need for adult learners to construct knowledge by 
reflecting on part of their experiences to make a personally meaningful change.  
Transformational learning induces a change in the way adults picture the world 
and himself or herself within it; it is learning beyond understanding that includes the 
application of learned concepts in new or unique ways (Kasworm & Bowles, 2012; 
Rappel, 2015). For instance, adult workers may know Internet basics and even have 
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experience with search engines, like Google. Whether the same individual possesses the 
skills needed to apply that knowledge to solve work-related problems, however, requires 
a higher-level integration of their skills that transforms them into more responsible, more 
efficient employees. Transformational learning scaffolds upon and extends or expanded 
what is already known (James, 2012; Merriam et al., 2007). The knowledge does not 
contradict what adults already know but rather adds to what they have already learned 
(Merriam et al., 2007). In essence, transformational learning increases the achievement of 
knowledge and skills that help develop self-confidence that leads to transformed lives. A 
goal for conducting this study, therefore, was to assist the partnering WTC in becoming 
more transformational in its work with students. 
Review of the Broader Problem 
The review of literature examined how other workforce training agencies and 
similar institutions were called to align, upgrade, and improve their curricula to meet the 
needs of individuals living in their area and the demands of businesses and employers 
located in their area (U.S. Department of Education, 2015; U.S. Department of Labor, 
2015). In keeping with the changing workforce and economy, the state of Florida created 
and implemented a customized employment system called Discovery (Smith, Dillahunt-
Aspillaga, & Kenney, 2015). This program focused on best practices to improve its 
employment services, support, and access for individuals with disabilities (Smith et al., 
2015). The program was also effective because it focused on aligning new skill sets 
sought by employers with training that would develop those skills.  
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Additional research reported the state of Massachusetts and its stakeholders 
partnered to connect manufacturing curriculum and competencies with college and career 
readiness in which the author called a new era in alignment (Jackson, 2015; Prins & 
Clymer, 2018). Massachusetts’ goal was to promote advanced manufacturing as an 
industry while creating career pathway opportunities for individuals living in the region 
(Jackson, 2015; Prins & Clymer, 2018). To keep in tune with technological changes and 
industry credentialing it is necessary to align education and workforce curricula to 
produce individuals with new and valuable skills for the changing industrial economy 
(Eldridge, 2017; Elkins, Bell, Hartgrove, & Pardue, 2016; Gonzalez et al., 2015). 
My review of literature was guided initially by the focus of aligning WTC 
curricula with local business needs, as well as the Governor’s call for WTCs, workforce 
development efforts, and continuing education centers at community colleges to partner 
with employers to discuss and identify skill sets needed for economic development in 
southern Virginia. The literature review was extended by utilizing published educational 
and peer-reviewed articles from journals, dissertations, and articles from the Walden 
University Library and Google Scholar. Within the Walden University Library, ProQuest, 
ERIC, SAGE, and EBSCO host databases were used to find literature dealing with 
workforce development and the needs of businesses and employers. My search terms 
included low-skilled workers, displaced adult workers, unemployed workers, 21st 
Century Skills, employment skills, employer-desired skills, academic skills, soft skills, 
interpersonal skills, intrapersonal skills, workforce development, workforce education, 
and workplace skills. The literature review that follows focuses on the challenge of 
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aligning workforce education with business, employer, and industry needs. Furthermore, 
the literature review includes a review of soft-skills and hard-skills that low-skilled, 
displaced, and unemployed workers need to be successful employees in today’s 
employment environments. 
The Challenge of Employment in Shifting Economies 
The adverse consequences of job loss during the last economic recession, which 
was accompanied by an outsourcing movement of U.S. jobs to overseas locations, were 
unusually severe and lingering in the rural southeastern U.S. Individuals with years 
invested in a job or career that experienced job loss at the height of the recession found it 
particularly painful. In Borbely’s (2011) report on displaced workers, data were shared on 
the number and characteristics of individuals age 20 and over who lost jobs. Borbely 
categorized the characteristics of employees by gender, age, education, industry, 
occupation, and earnings. Findings revealed displaced workers who experienced a job 
loss or left their jobs after three or more years because of poor labor market conditions. 
Likewise, Evangelist and Christman’s (2013) study found that the longer workers were 
unemployed, the more damaging unemployment was to the economy. The study also 
claimed that at the current rate of job creation, it would be 2019 before the labor market 
is indeed restored (Evangelist & Christman, 2013; National Skills Coalition, 2014; 
Roberts, Povich, & Mather, 2013; U.S. Department of Labor, 2011, 2015). In shifting 
economies, job loss among low-skilled workers leads to the need to retrain for new jobs. 
Research findings revealed that unemployed workers would need employability 
skills to re-enter today's job market. The key to producing the 21st-century workforce is 
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to train new employees (Bevins et al., 2012; Bharti, 2014; Leavitt, 2011). Similarly, to 
retain qualified workers, they too must be trained with the skills essential to competing in 
the new job market (Bevins et al., 2012; Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). To conduct 
relevant training; therefore, research must be done to determine employer needs for 21st-
century jobs. Significant also is the need to examine curricula that purport to prepare and 
certify students to fill those jobs.  
The communication explosion, the age of information, computerization, and the 
industrial revolution brought new kinds of jobs and new applications of learning. Adults 
started returning to school for various reasons, including professional needs (Bharti, 
2014; Lyons, Ng, & Schweitzer, 2014). Understanding the context of adults going back 
to school is essential to providing them with quality learning experiences (Bohonos, 
2014; Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Stein, Wanstreet, & Trinko, 2011). With these 
trends, many nonprofessional positions, career switchers, displaced workers, those afraid 
of being replaced, and those capable of advancement within the organizations saw going 
back to school as a chance to improve their skill sets (Bohonos, 2014; Department of 
Labor, 2014a, 2014b). Understanding employer needs and adapting knowledge and skills 
training to meet the needs of a changing workforce, therefore, is vital to growing 
economies wherein adult workers can progress and be productive (Borbely, 2011; Lyons, 
et al., 2014; Stein et al., 2011). For adult workers, attending WTCs can provide the 
opportunity for them to enhance learning and skills training to meet the challenges of 
21st-century workplaces. 
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The activity of providing relevant workforce training should be a mandate for all 
WTCs (Harmon & Ridley, 2014; Marrone, 2016). Aligning skills development curricula 
with the actual needs of employers, however, may be less obvious. Scully-Russ et al. 
(2013) asserted that job training, workforce development programs and credentialing, and 
career certification programs help prepare workers for emerging jobs and long-term 
career opportunities. For low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed adults living in rural 
areas, providing advanced training will boost adult success and promote sustainability in 
the workforce (Chopra, 2016; Cooney, 2011; McMahon & Horning, 2013). The 
following sections present relevant literature on basic skills for employment success. 
Academic Skills 
Basic academic skills remain the foundation of learning and are essential in the 
workplace. A study by the National Research Council (2012) reported that businesses and 
leaders are asking education institutions to instruct in more problem-solving, critical 
thinking, communication, collaboration, and self-management skills. These skills are 
termed 21st-century skills, new necessary skills, higher-order thinking, or college and 
career readiness skills, and labeled as such to include cognitive and non-cognitive skills 
by numerous researchers (Hoyle & Davisson, 2011; National Research Council, 2012; 
Rosenberg, Heimler, & Morote, 2012). While Voogt, Erstad, Dede, and Mishra (2013) 
referred to these skills as 21st-century competencies, the authors also included the 
academic skills of reading, writing, science, and math as 21st-century competencies adult 
students will need to be successful in workers in our current and future labor force. 
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The Program for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) 
conducted a quantitative study that assessed and compared the basic skills and 
competencies of adults around the world (Goodman, Finnegan, Mohadjer, Krenzke, & 
Hogan, 2013; Wu, 2014). The study focused on the cognitive and workplace skills 
needed for success in the 21st-century and the global economy (Goodman et al., 2013; 
Martin & Smith, 2011). The findings indicated that reading skills for the workplace are 
necessary to read directions and instructions. Reading skills are required to read letters, 
memos, and emails. Newspapers, magazines, and newsletters require reading skills. 
Reading publications, manuals, bills, financial statements, and other daily materials 
require reading skills (Goodman et al., 2013; Martin & Smith, 2011; Mishra & Kereluik, 
2011; Voogt & Pareja Roblin, 2012). Numeracy skills for the workplace are necessary to 
calculate prices, costs, and budgets. Numeracy skills are required to calculate fractions, 
decimals, or percentages. Individuals who use advanced math or statistics such as 
calculus, complex algebra, and trigonometry techniques also utilize numeracy skills 
(Goodman et al., 2013; Griffin, Care, & McGaw, 2012; Martin & Smith, 2011; 
Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2007).  
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) skills for the workplace are 
necessary to send and retrieve emails and to surf the Internet for work-related issues 
(Bharti, 2014; Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Redecker & Johannessen, 2013). 
Individuals also use ICT skills for computer programming or to write computer code, and 
participate in instant messaging or Internet discussions (Davis, Eickelmann, & Zaka, 
2013; Goodman et al., 2013; Redecker & Johannessen, 2013). As the workplace increases 
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the use of computers, working individuals need to improve their ICT skills to be prepared 
for success in answering the demands of a computerized workforce. 
Technical Skills 
The literature provides evidence that employers need workers with a broad range 
of information technology skills for the 21st-Century. As the economy shifts from an 
industrial-based economy to an economy that is driven by information, knowledge, and 
technological innovation education and training in computer use becomes increasingly 
important (Bowman, 2014; El Mansour & Dean, 2016; Githens, Sauer, Crawford, 
Cumberland, & Wilson, 2014). Bowman (2014) reported that over three-quarters of all 
jobs in America would require workers to possess some level of computing or 
technological skills. Also, Wagner (2013) conveyed that new skill sets will need workers 
to seek additional training to upgrade their basic skills. Industry leaders, educators, and 
local community leaders must come together to provide solutions and create learning 
opportunities for them to meet the demands and needs of the workforce (Bowman, 2014; 
El Mansour & Dean, 2016; Githens et al., 2014; Wagner, 2013). We live in a world that 
relies on computers for communication. Hence, businesses and employers need workers 
who are competent in using computing, and employees who possess technical skills. 
Producing a 21st-century workforce requires higher education to revise 
curriculums to ensure students are offered training and degrees to prepare them to live in 
a world of technological change (Bharti, 2014; Henson & Kamal, 2010; Law, Yuen, & 
Fox, 2011; Mahmud et al., 2014). Changes in curricula must show concern for 
information technology and computer-related technologies (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 
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2014; Henson & Kamal, 2010; Miliszewska, Venables, & Tan, 2010; U.S. Department of 
Education, 2012). Businesses and employers need skilled employees who are creative 
and innovative in using information and knowledge through the use of ICT skills (El 
Mansour & Dean, 2016; Kampylis, Bocconi, & Punie, 2012; Redecker & Johannessen, 
2013). Barrera (2013) also agreed that businesses and organizations need employees with 
updated knowledge and skills because the information technology age has transformed 
the world, and it has redefined the role of individuals in the workforce. Hence, the focus 
for a 21st-century workforce is a culture of learning enabled by technologies in which 
students get trained to make changes, try new ideas and approaches to problem-solving 
(Barrera, 2013; Lyons et al., 2014; Thomas & Brown, 2011). WTCs must partner with 
local businesses and employers to provide training for updating knowledge and skills in 
technology. 
Postsecondary education is the doorway to the right jobs for low-skilled, 
displaced, and unemployed adult workers, and for reinforcing the economic 
competitiveness of the Southeast region. Training and education that lead to industry-
valued credentials for careers in the 21st century can facilitate employment for many 
adult workers who are unemployed or underemployed (Gordon, 2011; Ku, 2014). 
Offering industry certification programs will also aid in preparing workers for emerging 
jobs and long-term career opportunities (Davies, Fidler, & Gorbis, 2011; Scully-Russ et 
al., 2013). For low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed adults living in rural areas, 
providing relevant training would boost adult success and promote sustainability in the 
workforce (Benbow & Hora, 2016; Bharti, 2014; Bragg et al., 2012; Slack, 2014). 
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Improving and expanding WTC curricula can help workers develop the skills they need 
to become lifelong learners who can adapt to a changing society. 
Soft Skills 
In today’s information society and office-based economy, businesses and 
employers want employees with soft skills, too. A survey conducted by the National 
Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE, 2011), indicated businesses need 
employees with people skills, for instance, ability to work as a team, with oral 
communication, can make decisions and solve problems, can obtain and process 
information, and able to plan, organize and prioritize work (Kivunja, 2015; Robles, 
2012). All of these skills promote a positive attitude, effective communication, respectful 
interaction, as well as the ability to stay calm in stressful situations (Kivunja, 2015; 
Rosenberg et al., 2012; Voogt, & Pareja Roblin, 2012). Soft skills also include 
interpersonal attributes that characterize a person’s relationship with others (Klaus, 2010; 
Levasseur, 2013; Robles, 2012; Vijayalakshmi, 2016). Soft skills are needed for living 
and working productively and harmoniously in society. 
While most workforce training programs focus on the development of technical 
and hard skills, fewer programs focus on personally meaningful development related to 
skills. Mitchell et al., (2010) discussed the value of soft skills in the workplace as well as 
the need for employers to provide training opportunities for their workers who would 
benefit from the development of those skills. Two research studies, Mitchell et al., (2010) 
and Helyer and Lee (2012), independently confirmed that employers value soft skill 
aptitudes such as teamwork skills, communication skills, leadership skills, and other 
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personal skills. These attributes, combined with workforce experience, remain essential 
to employers and for 21st Century employment. Likewise, Weedon and Tett (2013) and 
Ku (2014) agreed that soft skills are essential to businesses in this knowledge-based and 
information age society. Further, the literature reviewed from A Framework for 21st 
Century Learning reported that skills of critical thinking, collaboration, communication, 
and creativity would be essential for workers in the new technological and global 
economy (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2011). These skills are required to be 
successful on the job and are essential for happiness in everyday life. 
Interpersonal skills. Interpersonal skills like communication, collaboration, 
responsibility, ability to manage people, and conflict resolution are critical professional 
abilities and skills for the workplace and beyond (Kivunja, 2014a, 2014b; Klimplová, 
2012). Demonstrating these skills will require low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed 
workers to be able to express important information to others, to interpret others’ verbal 
and nonverbal messages accurately, and the ability to respond appropriately (Kyllonen, 
2013; Salas et al., 2011). Employees, who display the potential to take a moment to 
reflect and think without bias about a disagreement with another person, can increase 
office morale and productivity while reducing negative workplace behavior (Durlak, 
Dymnicki, Taylor, Weissberg, & Schellinger, 2011). Research showed communication 
skills, a positive attitude, the ability to adapt to change, and teamwork to be valuable 
traits for success in the workforce (Williams et al., 2014). To meet the demands of the 
workforce, training centers must work collaboratively with business and industry to build 
a skilled, knowledge-based labor force for the 21st Century (Bragg et al., 2012; Carter, 
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2011; Leavitt, 2011). In today’s and tomorrow’s workforces, interpersonal skills will be 
necessary for individuals to communicate and interact effectively with others. 
Intrapersonal skills. Intrapersonal skills are an individual’s feelings, thoughts, 
and emotions. These skills are situated in the mind of individuals and are not readily 
noticeable to others. Resourcefulness, goal setting, taking the initiative, self-development, 
and critical thinking are intrapersonal skills and are also categorized as soft skills 
(Vijayalakshmi, 2016). Individuals with strong intrapersonal skills find it easier to make 
good choices, show good understanding, communicate effectively, and healthily cope 
with change (Vijayalakshmi, 2016). These are desirable personal traits employers seek 
when hiring employees. Intellect, knowledge, willingness, and the ability to learn and 
continue learning are all personal attributes needed to be successful in the ever-changing 
workplace (Lindqvist & Vestman, 2011; Williams et al., 2014). Employers’ desire 
workers, who can be flexible, take the initiative, value diversity, and the ability to reflect 
on one’s learning and make adjustments accordingly (Salas et al., 2011). For these 
reasons, employees who can demonstrate the ability to manage one’s behavior and 
emotions to achieve one’s goals are vital to the success of the worker and the employer 
(Hoyle & Davisson, 2011; Segal, 2012). These personal qualities are 21st-century 
employability traits and are necessary for employee success at all levels of employment 
(Kyllonen, 2013; Richardson, Abraham, & Bond, 2012). Employees who are capable of 
controlling emotions and behaviors in the workplace add value to their employers.  
Other soft skills. Time management, active listening and mental attuning, humor, 
motivation, and determination are additional soft skills for successful employment (Cann, 
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Watson, & Bridgewater, 2014; Kyllonen, 2013). In today’s information world, Cann et al. 
(2014) and Wolvin (2012) agree that specific soft skills like humor and listening play 
important roles in individual success in the 21st-century workplace. For instance, 
displaying a sense of humor can help develop relationships at work, aid in dealing with 
work-related stress, and even enhances creativity in problem-solving (Doosje, de Goede, 
van Doornen, & Goldstein, 2010). Likewise, now active listening is recognized as a 
critical skill and fundamental to learning. The research revealed listening as one of the 
most valuable skills in professional and corporate settings, and say communication as the 
common denominator in the human experience; communication skills are life skills 
(Kivunja, 2014a; Kivunja, 2014b; Wolvin, 2012). Since soft skills are essential 
workplace skills, it may well be that employers will also emphasize the need for training 
in those areas (Kivunja, 2015). Once more, other soft skills are valuable skills, and 
employers need and want employees with these skills. 
Implications 
Based on the findings of this project study, possible directions are to improve 
local employment by providing skilled workers to fill businesses and employers’ existing 
and future workforce needs. The findings would further add to existing research on 
developing education and training programs at WTCs and Workforce Development and 
Continuing Education Centers. This study’s results recommend improving employment 
opportunities for low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed adults looking to re-enter the 
job market. Additionally, the findings can serve to help workforce training stakeholders 
set priorities to inform policymakers of workplace shortcomings, and to effect positive 
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social change so everyone entering or already in the workforce can have access to 
resources they need to become lifelong learners. From the research proposal, project 
possibilities for this study included a policy paper for the WTC that would include 
curriculum recommendations, or professional development training for WTC staff and 
faculty to perfect service excellence and teaching skills. Based on the data collection and 
analysis, a white paper project was developed (see Appendix A). 
Summary 
The research problem extended from the need to explore the alignment of the 
WTC program curricula and the needs of businesses to see if the programs offered by the 
WTC align with and address business needs. The focus was on preparing low-skilled, 
unemployed, and displaced workers with appropriate workplace proficiencies, academic, 
technical, and soft skills to compete in today’s market. The Governor called for 
workforce development and continuing education centers and WTCs to partner with local 
businesses and employers to discuss and identify the necessary knowledge and skill sets 
for employment. A goal of this study was to facilitate the Governor’s call-to-action for at 
least one WTC, its clients, and the regional employers it serves. 
My review of the literature confirmed that unemployed workers would need 
employability skills to re-enter today's job market. Skills such as critical thinking, 
collaboration, communication, and creativity, including computer skills, are essential for 
workers in the new technological and global economy. Interpersonal and intrapersonal 
skills are additional necessary skills for the 21st century. In today’s information world, 
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time management, listening, attendance, and workplace socialization are other soft skills 
necessary for workplace success.  
Section 1 provides a list of terms and definitions for understanding the qualitative 
case study. The significance of this qualitative case study and guiding questions for 
conducting research was also presented. I discuss the research design, including the 
methodology, the data collection instruments and analysis procedure, and ethical 
protection for participants in Section 2. 
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Section 2: The Methodology 
Introduction 
Qualitative and quantitative research designs are two methodologies used to 
collect, analyze, and interpret data (Creswell, 2012). Researchers use qualitative designs 
to explore and understand a phenomenon and quantitative research to test or develop a 
theory by examining the relationship between variables (Creswell, 2012). Qualitative data 
collection is performed through interviews, observations, surveys, and document analysis 
(Lodico, Spaulding, & Voegtle, 2010). Conversely, quantitative data collection is 
conducted using pre-established or researcher-developed instruments to measure the 
variables in a tabular format (Lodico et al., 2010). Qualitative research designs are 
appropriate when the researcher desires to clarify or obtain a basic understanding of 
challenges or phenomena using exploratory data collection and analysis techniques 
(Creswell, 2012). I chose the qualitative research approach because I am interested in 
exploring the needs of local businesses and employers, and then using the resulting 
themes to determine whether the WTC is aligning its training program curricula for low 
skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers to meet those employer needs. My 
qualitative design for this study is described next. 
Qualitative Research Design and Approach 
The research methodology for this study is a qualitative research design using a 
case study approach. A case study, according to Merriam (2009), “is an in-depth 
description and analysis of a bounded system” (p. 40) that provides the opportunity for 
the researcher to understand the phenomenon or issue being explored (Creswell, 2012). 
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The rationale for using this type of inquiry is the process allowed me to conduct a 
thorough examination of the data collected from the perspective of different businesses in 
the rural environment, and to better understand employer needs and how those needs may 
be addressed by adult educators in this setting (Creswell, 2012). Based on the purpose of 
this study, as well as the combined guidance of Creswell (2012) and Merriam (2009), a 
qualitative design using a case study approach was most appropriate for this project 
study. 
Other qualitative designs considered for this research included grounded theory, 
ethnography, and phenomenology (Creswell, 2012; Creswell & Poth, 2017). Pursuing a 
grounded theory design, I could examine some individuals whom all have experienced 
being unemployed and use the analysis results to develop a theory that would help 
explain and improve their condition (Creswell, 2012). However, the purpose of the 
project study I was interested in pursuing was more practical; to explore and understand 
the needs of businesses and employers, and whether the WTC is aligning its certificate 
programs to answer those needs. I am less interested in developing a theory; therefore, 
the grounded theory design would not be the best fit for this study. Similarly, an 
ethnography design could be used to investigate a group of individuals who live and work 
in rural settings to ascertain information on the particular human society and culture 
(Creswell, 2012; Merriam, 2009). While this study focusses on localities in rural 
Southern Virginia, the results, findings, implications, and recommendations for future 
practice may be useful in other parts of the United States. Many societies and cultures 
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will be included as I work with businesses, employers, and adult education service 
providers to explore and better understand the research problem within the region. 
Finally, phenomenology could fit this study as well because the research would 
bring attention to displaced and unemployed workers “lived experience, life-world, their 
everyday life, and social action” (Merriam, 2009, p. 24). Because I was also interested in 
understanding the problem from the viewpoint of businesses and employers, the 
phenomenology approach was not the best fit. Based on the purpose of this study and my 
intended participant population, the case study method, again, seemed most appropriate 
because it would help me to directly address my overarching and individual research 
questions. 
Participants 
Criteria for Selecting Participants 
The criteria for selecting human resource directors, managers, and supervisors of 
local businesses and employers require the participant to be (a) currently employed in 
their respective positions for six months or more and (b) experience hiring employees. 
The local workforce training director has more than two years of experience in training 
low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers for re-entry into the workforce and job 
market. Establishing selection criteria helped me choose appropriate, eligible participants 
for this case study. I used the Chamber of Commerce member listing to obtain the name, 
address, telephone number, and email information for each of the candidate business and 
employer participants. Perry (2007) used a similar process for identifying and gaining 
access to study participants. The specific process I used for gaining access to business 
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and employer participants is described below under the subheading, “Gaining Access to 
Participants.” 
Purposeful sampling was used for this study. The population of interest was 
comprised of human resource directors, managers, and supervisors of local businesses 
and employers, and the local workforce training site director. The rationale for purposeful 
sampling was to select participants who provided relevant information that answered the 
study’s research questions (Creswell, 2012). The (participants) human resources 
directors, managers, and supervisors were individuals selected from fast food services, 
grocery stores, restaurant management, retail and sales, health care, manufacturing, and 
construction industries in the Southern Virginia community. As Creswell (2012) pointed 
out, researchers purposefully select individuals or sites to gain insight and to understand 
the central phenomenon better. Moreover, using purposeful sampling gave me the chance 
to explore, gain insight, and understand the needs of businesses and whether the WTC is 
aligning its certificate and training programs to answer the needs of the businesses and 
employers in the region. 
Justification for Number of Participants 
The sample participants from the population included two participants selected to 
represent each of the aforementioned industries. The 14 sample participants were part of 
or served in the capacity as human resource directors, managers, and supervisors who 
were responsible for hiring employees to meet the demands of the business. There was 
one workforce training site director who was responsible for training workers with the 
skill-sets to meet the needs of local businesses and employers in the Southern Virginia 
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community. Choosing a small sample size allowed for a more detailed analysis and 
reporting, whereas using a large sample size could result in superficial perspectives 
(Creswell, 2012). Unlike quantitative researchers, according to Glesne (2011), qualitative 
researchers do not seek large sample sizes to make generalizations. The qualitative 
researcher’s goal is to understand the phenomenon and to gain insight from the 
participants’ perspective, rather than make generalizations to a broad population (Lodico 
et al., 2010; Merriam, 2009). Therefore, working with a smaller sample size increased my 
understanding of the phenomenon while acquiring and collecting information from the 
participants that answered the specific research questions. 
Gaining Access to Participants 
To gain access to research participants and sites, qualitative researchers must 
obtain approvals and permissions. The procedure for gaining access consisted of four 
steps including (a) obtain approval from committee chair and member, (b) provide a 
description of my project to the University Research Reviewer (URR) for approval, (c) 
get approval and permission from Walden’s Institutional Review Board (IRB), and (d) 
design an informed consent form. After gaining approval for the study, I made contact 
with appropriate points of contact of businesses listed as members of the local Chamber 
of Commerce. The purpose of the initial contact was to introduce myself, my research 
topic, and to solicit participation in the study. 
A letter of invitation with consent form was sent to the human resource directors, 
managers, and supervisors of candidate business and employer participants asking for 
their participation in the study and explaining the background information, the purpose 
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and procedures of the study, voluntary nature of the study, risks and benefits of being in 
the study, any payment, privacy or confidentiality of the study, and contact and question 
information. This information was collected and will be retained for five years after 
completion of the study. 
I met with the WTC’s specialist to discuss using that site as a research partner. 
The specialist’s working title is Employment Specialist, Case Manager, and Business 
Services Director for the Virginia Workforce Center. The WTC is one of several WTCs 
in the region that is responsible for matching individuals with the right skills to the right 
jobs, training unemployed workers for new employment, recruiting veterans, offer on-
the-job training to businesses, and offer to customize services to meet the needs of local 
businesses and employers (Employment Specialist, Case Manager, & Business Services 
Director, Personal Communication, April 2016). A letter of invitation with consent form 
was sent to the WTC Director asking for participation in the study and explaining the 
background information, the purpose and procedures of the study, voluntary nature of the 
study, risks and benefits of being in the study, any payment, privacy or confidentiality of 
the study, and contact and question information. This information, too, is to be retained 
securely for five years after completion of the study. 
Establish Researcher-Participant Working Relationship 
To establish researcher–participant working relationships, gain support, and build 
trust, I used five best practices methods that included (a) I obtained permission from the 
human resource directors, managers, and supervisors from each business and employer, 
as well as obtain informed consent from all research participants, (b) I stated the purpose 
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and reason for conducting the study, any possible risks involved for participating, as well 
as advise participants it is their right to withdraw from this study at any time, (c) I 
explained my role as the researcher and interviewer and their role as the participant, (d) I 
asked for permission to audio record the interview sessions, and (e) all participants were 
reminded that the information collected is confidential, as well as the steps I have taken 
to protect their identification and the information they provide. This information was 
provided as part of the participants’ consent form and again verbally during the face-to-
face interview sessions.  
Ethical Protection of Participants 
The protection of participants’ confidentiality is relevant to their lives and 
experiences, and I followed the procedures outlined by Creswell (2012). On May 15, 
2017, I renewed my National Institute of Health’s (NIH) Certificate for the protection of 
human subjects in research. I applied for and received approval from Walden’s IRB 
before conducting any data collection activities. Participants were informed they were 
participating in a study and the reason for the study. Participants were told and reminded 
their participation was voluntary, their names and employment would remain anonymous, 
and any identifying factors were confidential. Participants were assured that 
confidentiality is a priority, and any data gathered would not be connected to them in any 
way. Each participant was expected to sign a consent form before taking part in the study. 
To emphasize the importance of keeping their information confidential, participants were 
informed that Walden’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval process was designed 
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to ensure researchers comply with the ethical standards for conducting research, as well 
as federal regulations and guidelines. 
Data Collection 
Describe and Justify Data for Collection 
Data collection for this project study was pursued primarily using individual, 
open-ended interviews. I selected 14 participants with two individuals representing each 
local fast food service, grocery store, restaurant management, retail and sales, health care, 
manufacturing, and construction industries because they are responsible for hiring 
individuals, and have experience and knowledge in employment practices. These 
participants served in the capacity of human resource director, manager, owner, or 
supervisor for the local industry. The workforce training site director was selected 
because the director is responsible for implementing training programs that train low-
skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers with the required and necessary skill set to 
be employed in the local region. 
Using face-to-face open-ended interviews demonstrates a two-way conversation is 
taking place between the researcher and the participant to gain more information about 
the phenomenon of interest (Cachia & Millward, 2011; Creswell, 2012; Merriam, 2009). 
The face-to-face interview plan with specific interview questions is provided in Appendix 
B, and the workforce training site director interview questions are provided in Appendix 
C. 
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Data Collection Instrument 
In qualitative research, the data collection instrument is the researcher (Creswell, 
2012). I was the sole data collector and used the local Chamber of Commerce to select 
business participants. The interview protocol was specific semistructured open-ended 
questions for the employers regarding employability skills individuals needed to obtain 
employment with the company. These interview questions provided answers to RQ1 and 
RQ2. If necessary, a document review of the WTC training curriculum and program 
certificates were used to answer RQ3. There were no historical or legal documents used 
as sources of data for this study. 
I used an interview protocol and an audio recording device to collect the data. As 
I proceeded through the interview protocol, I asked each participant if it was okay to 
record the interview and then set up the audio recording device. The recorded information 
was immediately transcribed to ensure accuracy (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Creswell, 
2012). After the data had been transcribed and analyzed, I scheduled follow-up 
interviews with all participants for member checking. Member checking was used to 
ensure recorded information was transcribed accurately.  
All raw data (handwritten notes, interview protocols, and consent forms) are kept 
in file folders with each participant’s name on the folder and locked in a file cabinet. All 
digital data from the data analysis software is on two password-protected jump drives and 
stored in a fire-proof lockbox that is locked in the file cabinet. Likewise, the audio 
recording device with the interviewees’ information is locked in a lockbox and also 
locked in the file cabinet. The secure location for housing the physical data (data and 
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transcripts) is stored in a locked file cabinet in my home. I am the only individual with 
access to the data. The data will remain protected for five years as specified by the 
requirements of Walden University. Then, after 5-years, the data will be destroyed.  
The Role of the Researcher 
My role as the researcher is to protect the confidentiality and safety of all 
participants’ identities. My obligation as a researcher is to ensure reliable sources are 
used, and the data are collected, analyzed, and interpreted in an ethical manner (Bogdan 
& Biklen, 2007; Creswell, 2012; Lodico et al., 2010). Any personal experiences, beliefs, 
attitudes, and cultural views were set aside as I strived to maintain an open mind to 
reduce bias. As indicated by Marshall and Rossman (2011), qualitative researchers can be 
too sensitive in their social identities when conducting a study. 
I have over 20 years of professional workplace and teaching experience. 
However, as an instructor, my past professional experience and relationship with students 
did not require me to collect and analyze data but did require me to present information 
that was generated from the system used to input grades. This information was then 
forwarded to the education department to be analyzed. As Kennedy-Lewis (2012) pointed 
out, practitioner-scholars better understand the complexities of work and education and 
are able to solve problems within the local setting. I have no personal connection or 
relationship with the participants. I did not identify any bias issues that would adversely 
affect the project study before, during, or after data collection and analysis. 
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Data Analysis 
Creswell (2015) discussed several qualitative computer software available to 
assist researchers in analyzing and interpreting qualitative data. I used ATLAS.ti 8 data 
analysis software for this study. ATLAS.ti software can store and organize text, graphics, 
audio, and visual data files (Creswell, 2015). Further, this software is capable of 
providing coded data sheets with established themes, patterns, and categories as well as 
connecting selected passages, and retrieving and browsing data segments and notes 
related to my research. Additionally, ATLAS.ti 8 offers training, tutorials, and technical 
support for novice researchers.  
In qualitative research, data are collected by the researcher, who prepares them to 
be analyzed. When the data collection and organization processes have been completed, it 
is time to analyze the data. According to Creswell (2015), examining the data involves 
getting a feel for the data, the coding description, and themes surrounding the central 
phenomenon. Analyzing and decoding qualitative data brings order and understanding of 
the data that helped qualitative researchers answer the research questions. For a novice 
researcher, coding data by hand can be a challenging task; therefore, I utilized qualitative 
computerized software to assist with finding common terms, themes, and patterns used by 
the participants from their interview responses. Before I began the analysis process, all of 
the responses to the interview questions had been transcribed using the tape recorder and 
typing the participants’ responses verbatim in a MS Word document. Then, I read 
through the transcriptions to become acquainted with the participants’ responses. As I 
repeatedly read through the responses, I focused on similar words, phrases, and patterns 
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from the participants’ responses to the interview questions, all while referring to my 
handwritten field notes. The data were analyzed until saturation was reached, a point at 
which no new themes were revealed, and only existing themes were repeated (Creswell, 
2015). After I analyzed the data and generated themes based on the collected data from 
the local employers, I turned my attention to the WTC director’s interview questions and 
the WTC curricula.  
The same steps for coding and analyzing the collected data from the local 
employers were used for coding and analyzing the WTC information. I used the 
qualitative computerized data analysis software to find common terms and themes, to 
establish patterns from the director’s responses to the interview questions. Before I began 
the analysis process, the responses to the interview questions had been transcribed using 
the tape recorder and typing the participants’ responses verbatim in a MS Word 
document. I proceeded with reading through the data to become familiar with the 
information. Then, I reread the responses focusing on similar words, phrases, and patterns 
from the director’s responses to the interview questions and my handwritten field notes. 
Next, I analyzed the WTC curricula looking for similar words and phrases to the 
interview questions related to workforce training and education. After developing an 
understanding of the WTC curricula based on the qualitative analysis, one that included 
an interview with the WTC director, I used ATLAS.ti 8 data analysis software to assist 
with developing insights, concepts, or gaps to confirm the demand from businesses and 
employers for specific training and certificate programs in the local area. As stated by 
Yin (2014), novice researchers should start an analytic strategy and search for patterns, 
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themes, and similar words and phrases. Thus, using a qualitative software program for 
organizing, sorting, and categorizing helped me to write a rich narrative report.  
Evidence of Quality, Accuracy, and Credibility of Findings 
Member checking was applied to reinforce the quality, accuracy, and credibility 
of the findings from the participants’ responses to decide whether the themes accurately 
reflected the participants’ views (Markle, Olivera-Aguilar, Jackson, Noeth, & Robbins, 
2013). Sharing the findings with participants clarified questions after the interview and 
recommended new ideas, as well as warn the researcher of any possible problems 
(Glesne, 2011; Marshall & Rossman, 2011). Triangulating the data ensures the 
investigator’s findings and interpretations are accurate. When confirmation of themes is 
obtained from multiple participants, triangulation occurs and adds to the validity of the 
findings. When seemingly opposing views on similar topics arise in qualitative research, 
then the possibility of discrepant cases must be investigated. 
Dealing with Discrepant Cases 
Discrepant cases might appear where contradictory data are collected from 
different participants on the same topics, and where participants may well contradict 
themselves in their responses to similar questions. Discrepant information almost always 
occurs during the interview process (Creswell, 2012). Because I used qualitative data 
analysis software, I was prepared to discuss any contradictory themes that were found 
with all study participants. The information was not ignored or eliminated but somewhat 
reconciled with participants. If the discrepant information was realized during the 
interview, then I brought the participant’s attention back to the contradictory information 
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immediately to gain clarity. If the discrepant information was not realized until the data 
analysis process, then I made a note to ask for clarifying information during my member 
checking interviews. This process allowed me to acquire a clearer understanding of the 
phenomenon studied, helped ensure the scope of my data collection and analyses were 
adequate for my topic, and provided more credibility and validity to my research 
findings. 
During the initial gathering of participants, I experienced several challenges with 
securing business industry participants. I had scheduled to meet with one participant only 
to learn that the person was on vacation. The interview was rescheduled. I attributed this 
challenge to the time of year rather than lack of interest. Summertime is when many 
people take vacations and spend additional time with their families. Another challenge 
was the healthcare participant responded that he did not open the email attachment 
because he was concerned about computer viruses. The two manufacturing participants 
did not respond, and a restaurant participant could not find the time to be interviewed. 
Therefore, out of the 14 business industry participants, only 11 participants were 
interviewed. 
Delimits and Limitations 
As with all qualitative research, this study was delimited to a small geographic 
area and was not readily generalizable to other locations. The process, however, can be 
repeated and applied to any field where there is interest in aligning business and 
employer needs with local educational service providers. A potential limitation of this 
research project study is that some businesses and employers that were chosen may not 
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aspire to participate in the study at the last minute. In that case, the researcher will go 
with the businesses and employers who are genuinely interested and cooperative. The 
data to be collected for this study was limited to a small number of participants. While a 
larger sample may have the potential to increase the generalizability of the results, 
generalizations do not apply to all WTCs because of different business needs based on 
their locations, different funding and regulatory requirements, or different reporting 
requirements. 
Data Analysis Results  
Data Generation, Gathering and Recording 
Creswell (2012) outlined the necessary steps for performing qualitative data 
analysis on audio recorded interview data. In the first step, the researcher prepares and 
organizes the data for analysis. Deciding whether to analyze the data by hand or by using 
specialized computer software is an early decision that must be made. At first, I was 
going to use a qualitative computerized data analysis program for my data analysis but 
decided to manually analyze my data because I was working with a small sample of 
participants who responded directly to the interview questions. Manually analyzing 
qualitative data involves transcribing the interview recordings, supplemented by field 
notes, and reading through the interview transcripts line-by-line several times to get a 
general feel for the information collected (Maxwell, 2013). Thus, the manual process had 
the benefit of allowing me to interact with the transcribed data in a more personally 
meaningful way.  
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A standard procedure in qualitative data analysis is to color code the transcripts to 
distinguish patterns, constructs, and themes. Qualitative analysis requires the researcher 
to look for data patterns, or descriptive words or phrases of interest then categorize or 
label details of interest for interpretation (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014; Patton, 
2015). As stated by Creswell (2012), coding involves examining each transcript line-by-
line and then clarifying the meaning of what the participant was saying related to the 
unpacked themes. Assigning the text or phrase, coded as a pattern, construct, or theme, is 
repeated until no new themes can be discovered. Once no new themes can be unpacked, 
then data saturation has occurred, and the researcher moves into the data interpretation 
and reporting phase of the study. 
The process to generate and gather data were from face-to-face interviews with 14 
participants from seven business industry categories, and a WTC director. The two 
manufacturing participants did not respond, and a restaurant participant could not find the 
time to be interviewed. Therefore, out of the 14 business industry participants, only 11 
participants were interviewed. I asked each of the business/employer participants a series 
of semistructured, open-ended interview questions provided in Appendix B. The data 
were recorded using an audiotape recorder then transcribing the participant responses 
verbatim. Once I completed transcribing the information, I conducted member checking 
by having each participant to review the transcribed information for errors, clarification, 
or to provide additional information (Miles et al., 2014). Next, I matched the research 
questions with the responses from the participants’ interview questions. I did the same 
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with the Workforce Training Director interview transcript. In all cases, the transcripts 
were revised based on feedback received through the member checks. 
Data Alignment with Research Questions 
I explored the needs of local businesses and employers, and whether the WTC had 
aligned its certificate programs and courses to meet those needs. The participants were 
selected because they had experience hiring employees with the skills and abilities 
necessary for employment that answered the study’s research questions. The three 
research questions that expounded upon the problem were:  
Research Question 1: What skills do employers identify as substantive 
employability skills when hiring low-skilled employees?  
Research Question 2: What skills, abilities, and knowledge are espoused by the 
region’s employers as necessary for success for this population of employees?  
Research Question 3: How well do the training and certification programs 
provided by the WTC align with the needs of the region’s employers? 
Reflecting adequate alignment of the interview protocols with the research 
questions, it seemed that the business and employer participants' responses aligned well 
with the research questions. Following the interview protocol designed for this study, I 
asked the participants about needed skills, responses generally included communication 
skills, basic computer skills, being able to use a computer, speaking and listening, 
customer service, and people skills (see Table 1). I found the participants to be friendly, 
open, and gracious with their time. The WTC Director was also accommodating, 
enthusiastic, and generous with her time. 
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Findings Presented as Patterns, Relationships, and Themes 
I manually transcribed the interview information by typing it into a MS Word 
table with three columns; the research question, the interview question, and the 
responses. This process is exemplified in Table 1. This procedure facilitated reading and 
rereading the responses relative to the research questions while writing notes about my 
reactions, as well as color-coding repetitive words and phrases. To keep track of which 
participant gave which responses, I assigned a multipart code representing each 
participant. The interview questions and responses with the business industries were 
coded with the name of the industry and the number (e.g., Construction P1 and 
Construction P2, Fast Food P1 and Fast Food P2, Grocery P1 and Grocery P2). The 
interview questions and responses with the WTC director were coded as WTC director. 
Thematic data analysis was pursued to reveal patterns, relationships, and themes 
from the participants' responses. In the review of the interview protocol, interview 
questions 2-9 were written to answer RQ1, interview questions 11-15 were written to 
address RQ2, and interview questions 10, as well as 16-18, were written to address RQ3. 
The results of the research questions are discussed below. 
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Table 1 
Research and Interview Questions and Participant’s Responses 
Research Question Interview Question Example Participant 
Response 
What skills do employers 
identify as substantive 
employability skills when hiring 
low-skilled employees? 
What skills and abilities do you 
seek when hiring? 
It depends on the position. For 
cooks, we look for applicants 
with experience as grill 
operators and kitchen food 
prep. 
What skills, abilities, and 
knowledge are espoused by the 
region’s employers as necessary 
for success for this population of 
employees? 
If soft skills are essential, please 
identify which one(s) are most 
important. 
The ability to listen and 
respond with a positive attitude 
is the key to success in the 
quick-service industry. 
How well do the training and 
certification programs provided 
by the WTC align with the 
needs of the region’s 
employers? 
Where and how do your 
employees receive their ongoing 
training? 
Take courses, workshops 
seminars offered by the 
hospital. 
 
Research Question 1: What skills do employers identify as substantive employability 
skills when hiring low-skilled employees? 
The findings indicated that the employer participants viewed academic or basic 
skills such as reading, writing, speaking, listening, and math as substantive skills. Fast 
Food P2 stated that “The ability to read and follow directions and listen to instructions 
are essential skills for successful employment.” Grocery P1 stated, “academic or basic 
skills such as reading, writing, and math are extremely important when interacting with 
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customers.” Construction P1 and Construction P2 stated, “ being able to read, write, 
follow directions, and use math calculations is essential because workers have to read 
blueprints and building plans, and use basic math for measuring floor and wall 
installation.” Likewise, Retail Sales P1 shared that “the ability to speak and engage with 
customers is essential.” Retail Sales P1 further stated, “employees must be able to make 
suggestions when selling items, know the credit card system, and be able to handle 
money.” Based on these response examples, academic skills were unpacked and 
considered an important theme that employers looked for when making hiring decisions.  
Employers also viewed technology or basic computing skills as very important 
when hiring, especially when hiring individuals for entry-level and full-time management 
positions, as cashiers, and as medical or lab technicians. As Healthcare P1 emphasized, 
“skill in using a computer is necessary because employees have to login to read emails, 
keep up with and check work schedules so they will not miss time from work or be late. 
Individuals who work in the medical field must be able to print off patient labels for 
different lab test requests, print off medical order sheets as well as print off doctors order 
sheets for different lab tests.” As revealed by these responses, technology was an 
important skill emphasized by some employers, especially those who were hiring for 
entry-level and full-time management positions.  
Additional responses disclosed that applicants with specific qualifications are 
essential, but it depends on the position. For example, Restaurant P1 looks for applicants 
with experience as cooks, grill operators, and kitchen food preparers. They also seek 
applicants who can follow directions, exhibit excellent communication, and demonstrate 
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good character and a positive demeanor. A degree is not required. Likewise, Healthcare 
P1 “hires applicants who have been to phlebotomy school or have some medical training. 
They also employ applicants with some technical school training or have gone through a 
nine-month or 1-year program to be a lab technician.” Restaurant P2 identified other 
skills such as “the ability to handle multiple tasks, the ability to read and comprehend 
directions, and the ability to listen to instructions when cooking as essential skills for 
successful employment.” Fast Food P1 indicated that listening and speaking were 
essential because “drink people have to listen and pay attention, and multitask when 
taking orders from the drive-thru.” Similarly, Retail-Sales P1 indicated that “leadership, 
the ability to handle money, can multitask, is self-motivated, and has or show initiative” 
as essential skills for job success. These latter skills, in particular, may be classified as 
soft skills (Charoensap-Kelly, Broussard, Lindsly, & Troy, 2016; Deng, Thomas, & 
Trembach, 2014). 
To better understand the participants’ perceptions of skill requirements for their 
respective businesses, I created a table to capture and organize key response words by 
frequency of use. Table 2 is provided to show this information for all the participants for 
RQ1; the substantive employability skills required for low-skilled employment in the 
region. Based on the results presented in Table 2, I unpacked the substantive 
employability themes as most relevant for each industry. The substantive employability 
themes results for RQ1 are presented in Table 3. 
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Table 2 
Word Use Frequency by Participant for Substantive Employability Skills. 
Keyword Number of uses Uses per participant 
Reading 5 Fast Food P2, Grocery P1, Restaurant P2, 
Construction P1, Construction P2 
Writing 3 Grocery P1, Construction P1, Construction 
P2 
Speaking 2 Retail Sales P1, Fast Food P1 
Listening 3 Fast Food P2, Restaurant P2, Fast Food P1 
Math 2 Construction P1, Construction P2 
Computer basics/basic 
computing 
3 Healthcare P1, Construction P1, 
Construction P2 
Technical training or 
program 
3 Healthcare P1, Construction P1, 
Construction P2 
Following directions 4 Restaurant P1, Restaurant P2, Construction 
P1, Construction P2 
Exhibit good communication 3 Restaurant P1, Construction P1, 
Construction P2 
Leadership 1 Retail-Sales P1 
Count/Handle money 2 Retail Sales P1, Grocery P1 
Multi-tasking 2 Fast Food P1, Retail Sales P1 
Be self-motivated, show self 
initiative  
1 Retail Sales P1 
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Table 3 
Substantive Employability Themes by Industry 
Theme Business/industry Uses per participant 
Basic academic Fast Food, Grocery, 
Construction, Retail-Sales 
Fast Food P1, Grocery P1, 
Construction P1 & P2, 
Retail-Sales P1 
Technical/Special Construction, Fast Food, 
Healthcare, Retail-Sales 
Construction P2, Fast Food 
P2, Healthcare P1, Retail-
Sales P2 
Soft Fast Food, Grocery, 
Restaurant, Retail-Sales 
Fast Food P2, Grocery P2, 
Restaurant P1 & P2, Retail-
Sales P1 & P2 
Communication Construction, Fast Food, 
Grocery, Healthcare, 
Restaurant, Retail-Sales 
Construction P1 & P2, Fast 
Food P1 & P2, Grocery P1 
& P2, Healthcare P1, 
Restaurant P1 & P2, Retail-
Sales P1 & P2 
 
Research Question 2: What skills, abilities, and knowledge are espoused by the 
region’s employers as necessary for success for this population of employees? 
The data analysis for RQ2 again revealed that all three classes of skills (academic, 
specialized or technical, and soft) were essential when hiring low-skilled employees. The 
participants reported that the three classes of skills were important for daily job function 
and played an important role when interacting with people and dealing with clients, co-
workers, and supervisors. While the interview results affirmed that the three classes of 
skills are important for a successful career and are necessary on a daily basis, they also 
reported that specialized skills for each position are taught once an applicant is hired. The 
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post-hire training of specialized skills is dependent upon industry and position within the 
industry. 
Doing the interview session with each industry participant, I asked them to rate 
the relative importance of academic skills (reading, writing, and arithmetic), technical 
(specialized) skills, and soft skills (people/personal responsibility skills) when hiring new 
employees. Five of the 11 participants voiced academic skills as extremely important 
when hiring new employees. Two of the 11 participants stated that technical or 
specialized skills are critical skills when hiring employees. Also, two out of the 11 
participants said soft skills are somewhat important when hiring, and two participants 
stated all three classes of skills are of equal importance when hiring. 
Next, I asked each industry participant to rate the three classes of skills 
(academic, technical/specialized, and soft) by relative importance for a successful career 
in their industry. Fast Food P1 stated, “academic skills are extremely important when 
taking customers’ orders, then people skills and last is specialized or technical skills.” 
Similarly, Fast Food P2 stated, “academic skills are needed in order to learn specialized 
skills.” Restaurant P1 said that “academic skills are needed in order to wait on and 
service customers.” Construction P1 and Retail-Sales P2 mentioned that “academic skills 
are important when dealing with people, employees, or customers.” Also, two of the 11 
participants stated, “technical or specialized skills as very important when hiring 
employees because technical skills are necessary to perform a specific job or set of tasks 
or when cashing customers out or ringing up customers’ items.” Then two of the 11 
participants stated, “soft skills as somewhat important since soft skills are the character of 
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an employee which is evaluated at the time of the interview.” Two of the 11 participants 
even indicated that all three classes of skills are equal in importance when hiring new 
employees. As the healthcare industry stated, “employees who work in this field have to 
be very careful when dealing with patients to ensure patients are safe, they have the 
correct medical forms, and administer correct medication dosage so as not to make a 
mistake.” Similarly, with the retail-sales industry that stated, “all the skills are necessary 
to carry out duties and responsibilities daily.” 
Then I asked each industry participant of the three academic skills, which is most 
important and why? Six of the 11 participants said of the three academic skills, “reading 
is the most important academic skill for a successful career.” Construction P1 and 
Construction P2 stated, “reading is most important because construction workers or 
carpenters have to be able to read blueprints, building plans, permits, instructions, and 
directions when building.” Fast Food P2 identified “reading as the most important skill. If 
you can read, you can learn to do anything.” Grocery P1 indicated that “reading is the 
most important academic skill because it is fundamental to functioning in today’s society 
and is vital in finding a good job.” While Grocery P2 expressed, reading is most 
important “when dealing with customers or consumers because an employee might have 
to read labels for them or help them find a particular item.” Restaurant P1 emphasized 
that “reading is the most important skill because waiters or waitresses have to read the 
menu and prices when serving customers.” Other participants stated that all three of the 
academic skills are of equal importance. Fast Food P1 said, “all three academic skills are 
of equal importance.” Healthcare P1 responded with “all three academic skills are of 
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equal importance; can’t do one or have one without the other.” Retail-Sales P1 said, “all 
the three academic skills are equally important and necessary on a daily basis, but reading 
is more important because being able to use computers to find products located at another 
store requires the associate to read.” Even Retail-Sales P2 said, “all the academic skills 
are important when hiring new employees“ and further added, “I need workers with good 
customer skills to speak and talk and workers who know what to do when waiting on 
customers.” The last participant, Restaurant P2, stated, that “math and technical or 
computer skills are important when ringing up customers’ orders or cashing customers 
out.” The participants’ who deal with customers on a daily basis indicated that reading is 
most valuable because it is used every day by all individuals and is a part of life. 
I also asked each industry participant if technical skills are important. Please 
identify what specific technical skills are important and why. Two of the 11 participants 
indicated that specific skills for a position could be taught once an applicant is hired. For 
instance, Construction P2 stated that “technical skills are important to perform a specific 
job or set of tasks like operating a hydraulic drill or saw or sketching or outlining a 
drawing.” Retail-Sales P2 also conveyed that technical skills are important when cashing 
customers out, opening credit card account, dealing with coupons, and other private label 
items. Healthcare P1 affirmed that the ability to use computers and printers is important 
because all medical data, forms, and information are computerized. The restaurant, retail, 
and fast food industry participants each shared that specialized or technical skills specific 
to each crew position are equally important to provide the best customer service and to 
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operate the cash register. So, it appears that possessing technical skills is vital to being 
successful in a job since we live in a technological world. 
Next, I asked each industry participant if soft skills are important please identify 
which one(s) are most important. Six of the 11 participants rated soft skills as somewhat 
important; however, communication, which is an important soft skill, is the ability to 
communicate through the spoken and written word and is a necessity in nearly every 
workplace. The participants added that “soft skills are the character of an employee and is 
evaluated at the time of the interview.” In the retail sales industry, employers want 
employees with good customer skills such as verbal communication and workers who 
know what they are doing. The majority of employers and businesses seek employees 
with good customer skills such as being patient, pleasant, dependable, understanding, 
flexible; have a positive attitude, can multi-task, and the ability to get along with others. 
Additionally, working in the fast food industry requires individuals to be able to 
verbally communicate or exchange information clearly and audibly when dealing with 
people. As Fast Food P2, a well-known quick-serve restaurant stated, “the ability to listen 
and respond with a positive attitude is the key to success in the quick-service industry.” 
Similarly, participants from the Restaurant industry stressed that “communication skills 
are most important when listening, taking orders, and responding with a positive attitude 
to the customer.” The participant in the Healthcare industry also regards “communication 
skills like speaking, being pleasant, and able to put the patient at ease as valuable.” 
Grocery P2 stated, “soft skills are essential when listening to customers and helping them 
find items---speaking and talking.” Retail-Sales P1 imparted, “all soft skills are equally 
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important for daily job function.” At the same time, Retail-Sales P2 conveyed, 
“communication–like listening, speaking; multi-tasking; offering another item in place of 
an item don’t have—doing some selling.” Individuals possessing these qualities or skills 
are needed in order for the workplace to operate smoothly and efficiently.  
Research Question 3: How well do the training and certification programs provided 
by the WTC align with the needs of the region’s employers? 
Training and certificate programs. My data analyses for RQ3 indicated that not 
all employers utilize the training and certification programs provided by the WTC. 
During the industry interviews, I asked each industry participant how do their employees 
receive ongoing training. The findings indicated that individuals who work in fast foods, 
groceries, restaurants, and the retail-sales industry receive their training from the lead 
worker, supervisor, or assistant manager. Fast Food P1 said, their employees receive 
training from the lead worker or assistant manager. Fast Food P2 stated, “employees must 
complete We-Learn videos and quizzes to succeed in performing their jobs to the 
franchise or business standards.” Grocery P1 and P2 said, “cashiers receive training from 
the lead cashier or front-end manager. The managers take online training and learning 
through a store/company program.” Restaurant P1 said, their “cooks receive training 
from the head or lead cook in the kitchen.” Whereas Restaurant P2 replied, “our cooks if 
they are interested, can get into a training program to be head chef.” Restaurant P2 also 
expressed that “years ago individuals would start off as dishwashers, then move to cook 
and so on with no real formal training.” Retail-Sales P1 said, “workers receive training on 
the job and computer base, plus by manager on duty.”  
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I also asked each industry participant whether they used the local WTC as one 
resource to recruit or hire individuals. If so, I asked if they felt that the WTC adequately 
prepared individuals to work in their business? The findings revealed that seven of the 11 
participants had not used the WTC as a resource to recruit or hire individuals. However, 
Retail-Sales P2 stated they utilize the “WTC for hiring purposes when their applicants’ 
pool is small or they do not have many eligible applicants applying from their website, 
and for additional training or for hiring employees with certain skills that are needed.” 
Construction P1 and P2 stated the “WTC does a great job with training and preparing 
workers for employment.” As a result, all the industry participants stated they would hire 
graduates from the local WTC, and those who do not use WTC services said they would 
consider employing graduates from the local WTC too. 
Employee hiring process. Then I asked the industry participants how does your 
company hires employees? What method(s) do you use? In response to this interview 
question, six industry participants advertise in the local and surrounding newspapers. 
Construction P1 and P2 stated, “normally, we advertise in the local and surrounding 
newspaper with interested individuals submitting a resume.” Similarly, Grocery P1 and 
P2 “advertise in the local newspaper, put up a help wanted sign on the door as customers 
enter, and also use the company website when advertising for cashiers and in-store 
departmental managers.” Even Healthcare P1 shared, “We advertise in the newspaper, 
but use the website mostly. Human resources collect the applications and contact the 
applicants.” Restaurant P2 also used the “newspaper and placed a help wanted sign on the 
door.”  
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Also, four industry participants used online or company websites, placed a help 
wanted sign in the window that read hiring or now hiring, and used open job interviews. 
Open job interviews are “interviews for employment where companies accept job 
applications during a range of times when all applicants who are interested in applying 
can attend. The company conducts on-the-spot-interview rather than scheduling 
individual interview appointments with candidates” (Doyle, 2018). Fast Food P1 stated, 
“we have open job interviews daily each week from 8–11 & 2–5; people have to pick up 
an application fill it out, then come in and talk with the Manager or the Assistant 
Manager.” Fast Food P2 responded with “applicants apply online using Snag a Job 
onboarding, which includes an assessment test. The assessment scores are coded green, 
yellow, or red. It also tests the character of the applicant and rates the ability to train the 
applicant.” Retail-Sales P1 stated, “applicants apply online by filling out an application 
and submitting it.” The comments made by Retail-Sales P2 were “we conduct internal 
hiring and use the company website, but use the WTC when we don’t have an eligible 
pool of applicants.” Retail-Sales P2 further explained we hire students who are 18-25 and 
individuals who are 30-50 plus that is looking for a 2nd job.” 
Next, I asked the industry participants if you do not currently consider graduates 
from the local WTC for employment at your company, please share any thoughts or ideas 
about anything the WTC could add or do differently to better prepare graduates for 
employment in your business. The data revealed that not all the industry participants were 
familiar with or used the WTC. Construction P1 said, “the company uses WTC to hire 
certified or skilled workers when an employee retires or resigns from the company.” 
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However, several of the participants shared, “the WTC does a great job training 
employees to work for the company with computer skills.” Restaurant P1 stated, “the 
WTC could consider providing some soft skill training to possible workers.” The fast-
food and grocery industry said they have “never used and are not familiar with the WTC, 
but would consider hiring individuals who have graduated from the center.” As a result, 
the participant shared they would hire graduates from the local WTC, and those who do 
not use WTC services said they would consider employing graduates from the local 
WTC, now that they knew about this resource. 
Essential skills to be successful. Under the three classes of skills there were word 
and phrase patterns such as reading, writing, speaking, listening, math computations, 
computer basics, technical training, following directions, providing good customer 
service, exhibit good communication, show good character, have positive demeanor, 
leadership, count or handle money, multitasking, be self-motivated and show self-
initiative. The themes that emerged were academic or basic skills, technical or specialized 
skills, soft skills, and communication skills. Although these patterns are interconnected, 
they are separate and distinct categories (Maxwell, 2013). 
Overall, employers or businesses expect employees to have some knowledge of 
basic computer skills because computers are used in every aspect of job employment. 
Technology or computer skills are used for everything from accessing the Internet, 
creating emails, using word processing, and any of the other Microsoft Office skills. 
Employers or businesses expect good communication skills where their employees 
articulate information to the customers and offer assistance when needed. Employers or 
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businesses expect their employees to demonstrate sound work ethics, such as being 
pleasant, courteous, and helpful to customers. Employers or businesses want their 
workers to show knowledge of basic skills such as reading, writing, and speaking when 
dealing with individuals. 
Programs offered by WTC. The next participant I interviewed was the WTC 
Director. The WTC Director was asked to share how the training and certification 
programs provided align with the needs of the region’s employers. She responded, “when 
there is a demand for certified specialists or persons in a particular job, the WTC provides 
that training.” The WTC works closely with local businesses and employers, community 
colleges to offer or provide the necessary training to prepare those individuals for 
employment. To illustrate, “a power plant located to the area and was in need of certified 
trained powerline workers, so the Workforce Service Board informed the WTC who 
collaborated with the power facility to create and establish the necessary training.”  
Then I asked the Director if she would share the kinds of skills training and 
certification programs the WTC currently offers. “We offer welding, truck driving, power 
line worker, nurse aid, medication aid, phlebotomy, medical coding and billing, register 
nursing, licensed practical nursing, massage therapy, IT. Most programs are based on the 
area or location of the business or employer and what jobs employers or businesses deem 
necessary would be in demand at that time.” For instance, “if there is a demand for 
nursing and medical staff, then that’s what the WTC would cater toward.” The director 
further added, “it depends on the job demand from the employer or business in the area as 
well. Like right now, WTC don’t assist with human services or business administrative 
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services jobs or positions. However, if an employer is coming to the area and has a 
demand for these positions, they send a letter to the WTC Services Board to get approval 
for them (the employer) to get that additional training.” 
Next, I asked the Director to share the primary sources for the curricular and who 
suggests or mandates which training and certificate programs the WTC offers. She 
responded with the “Workforce Service Board lets the WTC know what programs that 
are approved through our workforce center. They do that in collaboration with the actual 
facilities and the institutions, but of course, they do have to sign a mutual agreement, and 
then they have to apply for each program. Like the different colleges, they have to apply 
for truck driving, welding even if it’s one unit they have to apply each year and have it 
approved by the board as deemed necessary.”  
Job training. Then, I asked, is there a demand from employers and businesses for 
specific training and certificate programs to be offered? The Director shared that “some 
employers or businesses let WTC know they have employees or workers without any 
experience. So the WTC works with the business to provide on-the-job training at the 
business location to train the workers.” She further indicated, “Some individuals don’t 
realize how good and efficient they are with a computer but don’t have the proper 
computer training or know-how for the business, then that’s when the WTC will provide 
that computer training to the employee for that employer.” Therefore, “whatever 
employers or businesses need, WTC will cater to them as well as to the individuals 
seeking help or training for employment.” 
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Communicating with businesses. The WTC Director explained the 
communication process between the WTC and the community. She said, “The WTC 
works with the employers and also have a business service team. Once or twice a month, 
each county business service team meets. Sometimes the employers come to the WTC to 
conduct a screening process. Let’s say the employers want WTC to conduct a background 
check because they don’t have time. WTC does the background check, which alleviates 
the employee from going to the employer. Therefore, we assist our employers or 
businesses with the screening process; they just let us know what qualifications they are 
looking for. From there, we match the employee with the best-suited employer, which is 
a win-win for everyone. We want the employee to be happy in their field and love doing 
what they are doing, and we want the employer to be happy with the employee because 
they are qualified to do what they are looking for, and everyone wins. This is a win-win 
situation where everybody is working together for the same cause.” 
After explaining how WTC communicates with the community, I asked if she 
would describe the basic design or structure of the training and certificate programs. She 
started by saying, “the basic design or structure varies, depends on training or program.” 
Case in point, “a couple of years ago Service Board came up with something called the 
non-credit program wherein individuals can receive training be back to work faster. Non-
credit means financial aid will not pay for it. However, with financial aid, the individual 
must have three credit hours in order to receive financial aid funding. Case in point, the 
non-credit program for nurse aid and medication aid may take 7-weeks of training, which 
includes classroom and clinical training after which the individual can go back to work 
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versus a credited program where the person has to attend a semester or two semesters in 
order to get the training. This is less time for the individual to be out of work. It also 
helps those who want to work while they are in school. Some of the classes may be 
offered in the afternoon and some in the morning. If the person works in the morning, 
they may be able to take the afternoon class. WTC tries to cater to the working 
individuals with low income so they can get that additional education they may need for 
that promotion at work or for another trade. The longest non-credit program WTC has is 
the power lineman and welding, which is a 13 weeks program. The power lineman is 
beneficial where the individual gets certification as a power lineman, including their CDL 
license. The individual is certified by OSHA, becomes certified as a Flagman, and 
becomes certified in CPR. They graduate with a toolbox full of certifications. If they say 
I really don’t want to work on the power line right now, they can branch out and do 
something else.” 
Specialized training programs. Then I asked the WTC Director to give her 
perception of the impact of the workforce training and certificate programs on their 
clients’ or participants’ lives. She provided her perception from two viewpoints, 
professional and personal. First, she mentioned she never knew anything about the WTC 
and the programs it offers until she became an employee. “However, working and 
learning about the programs being offered, “it’s a wonderful program.” She further 
stated, “I encourage everyone if they can to attempt to take advantage of the programs 
whether they qualify or not because even though individuals don’t qualify for the 
programs, there are so many other rich resources that will assist them.” Case in point, 
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“there might be an individual that is wonderful and have the credentials, but they might 
bomb an interview. That is where WTC comes into place to help with mock interviews, 
provide positive critique on their dress attire, on the use of wording, and things of that 
nature. This workforce training is beneficial for everyone, and most of them don’t know 
it.” Second, she commented, “generally one receives employment because they know 
someone or are a friend of a friend. They really do not go through the interview process. 
Accordingly, if you don’t have that inside connection, you need to know the proper 
interview skills to get the job.” 
Then I asked are the participants’ satisfied with the skills gained as a result of 
your training program curriculum? She answered, “I have not had any participants or 
individuals to really not be satisfied with the program and with us assisting them, and 
they were able to move forward with providing for their households, they are very 
appreciative. A lot of them say coming through this program has really allowed them to 
do something they didn’t think that they could do, and, generally, I do find that a lot of 
this does occur with most of our dislocated individuals. Most of our dislocated 
individuals come from employers that they have been with a long time, and that is all 
they have ever known or done. These individuals have worked for the same employer and 
thought they would retire. Then something occurred economically, which left them 
displaced or unemployed. So now, they are older, more seasoned, and have to learn a new 
skill. With that, they may not have basic computer skills, and now they are afraid to try 
something new. In coming to the WTC, they get to talk about the things they like or do 
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not like. That is when the WTC will conduct an assessment of their likes or dislikes, 
which helps to place these individuals into different  training programs.” 
Other training programs. I asked the director if WTC provides training for fast-
food or quick-service restaurants. The director shared that: 
WTC really don’t offer training for fast-food or quick service or serve restaurant 
employment. But when these individuals come in looking for employment and 
want training in these fields, we try, or I try to encourage them to aim a little 
higher. However, if it comes to a point where the person has to do fast-food, then 
that’s fine because they always have to start somewhere. 
She further explained, “Everyone needs employment, and I’m not knocking fast food, but 
don’t look for that to be a career, always aim higher, look to better oneself. Always aim 
for better, don’t get comfortable in that one location.” 
I then asked the director if the WTC training and certificate programs improve the 
participants’ chances for employment. Her response was: 
I actually think they do simply because some of our participants after going 
through the training, a lot of the training, of course, requires extra work meaning 
you have to sit for your state exams and things of that nature so generally we 
(WTC) help to absorb the cost of the exam, but generally with them doing that 
most of them have found placement and employment even before taking the State 
exam. It’s just that the employer is waiting for them to take the exam and pass. 
They are already potentially hired (clients or participants); they just need to take 
the exam and pass, of course, and once they do that, they start their employment. 
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We do have some of our employers who will work with our students where they 
will hire them and have them start using their certificate of completion while they 
are waiting for the testing date to take the test. Most of them are usually able to 
work 120 days with just the certificate. 
Customized training. Additionally, I asked the Director in what ways are your 
training and certificate programs customized for various employers. She responded with: 
I have a company called Paris Ceramics. It’s a Ceramics and Marble Company 
located locally and does a lot of exporting as well. We have placed many 
individuals there for on-the-job training to help with the manufacturing of stones 
and slates. This company is a “wonderful employer; they have worked really well 
with us. WTC has placed 13 or 14 individuals there to work to get on-the-job 
training. The company has done a wonderful job with the people. Some workers 
have moved on to better things, and some are happy where they are so, they stay 
with the company because they live right there in the surrounding area. Another 
reason the workers stay with the company is the starting pay, and they get raises. 
Therefore, it’s wonderful for them because they are right in the area; they are not 
wasting gas, wear and tear to their car. Again, it’s close by if something went on 
with their families. These workers are not going to move, so it’s perfect for them. 
Then I have the younger ones who move around a lot. Therefore, they may stay, 
or they may not stay. In the end, these workers did wonderful jobs while they 
were working with the company. 
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Working together to improve the community. The director further mentioned 
that the businesses and employers are wonderful to work with. She stated: 
 the employers work with the center and the center work with them. It makes a 
difference when an employer knows what they are seeking in an applicant and are 
able to verbalize these requirements in order for the center to fulfill their requests. 
Last I asked what else would be useful to know about the workforce skills training 
and certificate programs. She went on to say: 
as far as our certificate programs, a lot of individuals do not know about us and 
the programs we offer. We are still trying to get the word out there, of course.” In 
addition, “we have developed a social media page, we are doing everything we 
can to advertise there, and to get the word out to let other businesses and 
employers know that we are here to assist them. Also, many of the clients or 
individuals don’t realize they can do stackable to their credentials, which is 
receive all necessary training required in a certain program such as Nurse Aid or 
Truck Driving. 
Dealing with Salient Data and Discrepant Cases 
Discrepant cases in qualitative research are resentful when data from the same or 
different respondents, contradict patterns, or themes that emerge when identifying and 
analyzing data. According to Patton (1999), discrepant data are those identifiable words 
and phrases that do not fit within the scheme of the pattern; thus, calling for alternative 
explanations of why these cases do not fit the main patterns. Likewise, Maxwell (2013) 
attested that identifying and analyzing discrepancy is a key component to validating 
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qualitative research, and there are times when the data may or may not be persuasive. He 
further stated that researchers should always examine both the supporting and the 
discrepant data to decide whether to retain or modify the conclusion. Monitoring for these 
kinds of data resulted in the identification of no discrepant cases to report. The verbatim 
reporting of the participant responses increased the credibility and validity of the study 
(Maxwell, 2013; Patton, 1999). 
I experienced some challenges obtaining the initial participant pool. For example, 
on several occasions, I had scheduled to meet with the participant only to learn that the 
person was on vacation. So I rescheduled the interview. I attributed this challenge to the 
time of year rather than lack of interest. Another challenge was the healthcare participant 
who refused to open the email attachment due to a concern referencing computer viruses. 
Finally, neither of the potential manufacturing participants responded, and a restaurant 
participant could not find the time to be interviewed. The WTC Director participant did 
not provide copies of certificates for individuals who completed training or certificate 
programs through WTC due to confidentiality concerns because the names were on the 
certificates. However, the WTC Director did provide several WTC related artifacts for 
my review, in addition to her interview responses. 
Evidence of Quality and Accuracy of Data 
The steps I took to ensure quality, accuracy, and credibility included member 
checking and triangulation. I conducted member checks with all the participants to 
support the accuracy and reliability of their responses. Member checking is asking 
“participants to judge the accuracy or credibility of the account” (Hancock, & Algozzine, 
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2011, p. 92) or “the accuracy of the descriptions, explanations, and interpretations” 
(Miles et al., 2014, p. 58) of the data collected. I also used triangulation to validate the 
accuracy of my findings. Triangulation involved using multiple data sources (interviews, 
documents, observations, etc.) to corroborate or authenticate data (Miles et al., 2014). 
This study used interviews with local business participants, face-to-face interviews with a 
WTC Director, and documents obtained from the WTC, which discussed programs the 
agency offered, to ensure the validity of the information provided. 
Summary and Outcome of Analysis 
In summary, this project study explored the needs of local businesses and 
employers, and whether the WTC had aligned its certificate and skills training programs 
to fulfill those needs. The research questions guiding the case study were: RQ1: What 
skills do employers identify as substantive employability skills when hiring low-skilled 
employees? RQ2: What skills, abilities, and knowledge are espoused by the region’s 
employers as necessary for success for this population of employees? RQ3: How well do 
the training and certification programs provided by the WTC align with the needs of the 
region’s employers? The collected data were from interviews with participants who had 
experience hiring employees with the skills and abilities necessary for employment that 
answered the research questions. The findings showed that the business and employer 
participants' and the WTC Director’s responses aligned well with the research questions.  
Further, the findings showed that the employer participants viewed basic skills 
such as reading, writing, speaking, listening, and math as essential skills for employment. 
They also viewed technology skills as very important when hiring individuals for entry-
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level and full-time management positions, as cashiers, and as medical or lab technicians. 
In sum, academic, technical, and soft skills are all important for daily job functioning and 
play a vital role when interacting with people and dealing with customers, co-workers, 
and supervisors. What is more, employers seek employees who can follow directions, 
exhibit good communication skills, demonstrate good character, and a positive attitude 
while offering good customer service assistance when needed.  
Additionally, the findings disclosed that not all employer participants utilize the 
skills training and certification programs provided by the WTC. However, they will 
consider hiring individuals who have attended and graduated from the local center. 
Likewise, the WTC does not offer skills training and programs related to the fast-food 
and quick-serve restaurant service industry but will assist individuals looking for 
employment with the mock interview process. Similarly, the WTC does not assist with 
human services or business administrative services jobs or positions. It just depends on 
the need of the employer coming into the area. However, when there is a demand for 
skilled individuals or a need for certified individuals by an employer or a business, the 
WTC will provide the training to the employee for the employer. Based on the findings of 
this study, the best project deliverable was deemed to be a white paper with specific 
strategy recommendations to improve collaboration between the WTC and local 
employers.  
Conclusion 
In conclusion, Section 2 gave a detailed account of the methodology for this 
project study. The purpose of the study was to explore the needs of local businesses and 
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employers and determine the extent to which the WTC has aligned its certificate and 
training programs for low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers to meet those 
needs. A case study approach was used based on the purpose. While other qualitative 
methods were considered, the case study was the best fit to answer this study’s research 
questions because I was able to collect and examine data from the businesses and the 
WTC to see whether the WTCs training and certificate programs are meeting the business 
needs of the region. Section 2 also gives a detailed discussion of the research population 
and study sample. The population was comprised of participants from local businesses 
and employers and one WTC site. The sample consisted of 11 participants with two 
persons selected to represent the human resource directors, managers, and supervisors of 
each of the local industries that are responsible for hiring skilled individuals for their 
business, and one WTC director who provided trained and proficient workers to meet the 
demands of local businesses and employers. Additionally, Section 2 findings reflected the 
interview questions from the employer participants and the WTC Director aligned with 
the research questions. Answers to the interview questions showed the employer 
participants viewed academic or basic skills such as reading, writing, speaking, listening, 
and math as substantive skills. Technology or basic computing skills are also very 
important when hiring for positions. Similarly, soft skills are very important, too, 
especially when dealing with people and the public. However, not all employers use the 
services offered by the WTC. The WTC does not offer any training and programs for the 
fast food and quick-serve industry, nor assist with human services or business 
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administrative services jobs or positions. The project deliverable outcome for this study 
will be a white paper. 
In Section 3, I explained the project study, which was a white paper report. The 
rationale for selecting this project genre will be discussed. A second scholarly literature 
review was provided, including the project description and evaluation plan, and the social 
change implications for rural Southern Virginia. The reflections and conclusions of the 
study were addressed in Section 4.  
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Section 3: The Project 
Introduction 
The project genre selected for this study is a white paper with several 
recommendations on aligning WTC curriculum with local business needs (see Appendix 
A). I will present the paper to the WTC Director and to each business and employer 
participant. In Section 3, I explain the project goals, the rationale for choosing the genre, 
and a second scholarly literature review related to the genre. Next, I discuss the 
description, the evaluation plan, the implications including social change, and the 
importance of the project to local stakeholders.  
Description and Goals 
The goals of this project study are to see whether the WTC is preparing low-
skilled, unemployed, and displaced workers with employment proficiencies and technical 
skills to compete in today's market, and to offer recommendations to improve 
employment opportunities for the low skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers in the 
local area. Today's businesses and employers want and need employees with technical 
skills to operate computer equipment such as connecting and disconnecting to printers, 
accessing the Internet, and conducting conference calls (Torraco, 2016). Brynjolfsson and 
McAfee (2014) reported that for businesses to retain qualified workers, they need to be 
retrained with newer skills to compete in the new job market.  
The alignment of the workforce training curricula requires programs to provide 
education to facilitate obtaining industry certifications, licenses, and credentials that will 
make the WTC worker students more employable. With the changing workplace and 
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workforce, businesses and employers need workers with the right skills (Torraco & 
Tuliao, 2014; UNESCO, 2015). Therefore, through this research study, I intend to 
address any 21st-century skills gap between the WTC education offerings and the local 
employer needs. Once I complete this doctoral project study, I will present it to the WTC 
Director and the business and employer participants as a policy recommendation report. 
The report will include background information of the problem, a summary of the data 
analysis and findings, evidence from research and literature, policy recommendations, 
and the conclusion.  
Rationale 
The selected project genre is a policy recommendation white paper. The rationale 
for choosing this genre was to provide several recommendations on how the WTC can 
improve its employment opportunities for low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed 
workers, and align the WTC training and certificate programs curriculum with the needs 
of the local businesses and employers in the region based on the findings reported in 
Section 2. The outcomes measured were whether the WTCs training and certificate 
programs have met the needs of the businesses in the region and whether local businesses 
and employers feel the WTC provided skilled workers to fill their current and future 
workforce needs. The WTC is one of several training centers in the region that is 
responsible for developing individuals with the right skills for the right job. The problem 
addressed through the content of the project disclosed that not all businesses and 
employers utilize the skills training and certificate programs that are available through the 
WTC. The WTC does not offer any training or programs for individuals working in retail 
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sales or the fast food and quick-service industry. What is more, the WTC does not assist 
businesses with any human services or administrative jobs or positions. For these reasons, 
I chose a white paper report to address these findings and to provide recommendations on 
how the WTC might expand its skills training and certificate programs to meet the needs 
of the businesses and employers in the region.  
Review of the Literature 
The review of the literature was conducted from the genre of writing a policy 
recommendation white paper. I utilized the Walden University online library database to 
search for keywords and phrases related to a white paper, policy paper, policy 
recommendation paper, and writing a white paper. I also searched for keywords and 
phrases about future jobs, careers, occupations, automation, digitalization, information 
technology, and the industrial revolution, as well as a combination of the keywords and 
terms. The publications used included Business Source, Education Research Complete, 
SAGE, EBSCOhost, ProQuest Central, and ERIC. The search produced peer-reviewed 
articles and reports from books, educational and business journals, and government 
reports related to the research topics. The published material was five years old. 
Saturation was reached once no new recent articles were revealed based on the keyword 
searches.  
White Paper 
A white paper report was selected for providing the WTC Director and business 
and employer participants data about my project study. According to Kantor (2010), the 
purpose of white papers is to educate and inform readers about existing problems and to 
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present solutions to the issues. Similarly, Pershing (2015) and OWL (2018) explained 
that white papers are a form of essay that uses information persuasively to recommend 
solutions to problems. Using white paper reports is an efficient and practical way to 
present recommendations for needed changes (Gould, 2016; Graham, 2015). At one time, 
the term white paper was used only to refer to official reports, indicating the information 
was informative and highly authoritative (Graham, 2015; OWL, 2018). However, today, 
white papers are used as an effective medium to inform, as well as to persuade an 
audience about a policy change through a policy recommendation or to support a position 
on a particular topic (Sakamuro, Stolley, & Hyde, 2015; YALSA, 2013).  
White papers are used when the researcher wants to discuss a point or offer a 
solution to a problem (OWL, 2016; Sakamuro et al., 2015). As Kantor (2010) explained, 
the decision-makers who are the stakeholders appreciate white papers because they serve 
as an effective and fact-based medium. White papers can be in the form of a policy 
recommendation or a position paper. The names of these white papers are 
interchangeable when presenting information or opinion or providing a solution on a 
topic (Graham, 2015; Pershing, 2015). White papers serve as a method to present 
evidence and recommendations to stakeholders on policies and procedures (Graham, 
2015; Pershing, 2015). Moreover, white papers are considered authoritative documents 
aimed to inform the reader on specific topics. The white paper report combines expert 
knowledge and research into a document that argues for a particular solution or 
recommendation, which allows the reader to understand an issue, solve a problem, or to 
decide what to do next.  
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White papers can serve to inform a variety of audiences. First, white papers can 
provide employees with information on company issues, concerns, solutions, or benefits 
related to the company. Second, white papers can be used by human resources personnel 
as an orientation medium to complement other information they provide to new hires. 
Lastly, white papers fill in the gaps in knowledge about different types of employees 
working in the company (Hoffman, 2016; Sakamuro et al., 2015). Thus, most policy 
papers are written in the form of a white paper not just for policy and politics, but also 
written in the business and technical fields (Graham, 2015; Hoffman, 2016).  
How the Genre Addresses the Problem and Supports the Content 
In reviewing the scholarly literature, the concern for the next few decades will be 
jobs and how to keep the existing ones while creating new ones. A cause for this concern 
is the speed at which technology is advancing, which could have an effect on businesses 
and decrease human capital in the production of goods and services (Choi, & Kang, 
2019). The World Economic Forum (2016) estimated that by 2020 technology would 
produce approximately 2.1 million new jobs while at the same time lose about 7.1 million 
jobs. However, if the technological trend continues, it could lead to worker displacement, 
increased income inequality, and create permanent and unemployable workers (Kristal, & 
Cohen, 2015; Smith & Anderson, 2014). As Zhou and Tyers (2018) proclaimed, this job 
loss could affect developing countries because many of the outsourced manufacturing 
and service jobs could be among the first to be automated. Thus, as we advance to an 
autonomous economy, managers and policymakers must develop effective strategies and 
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policies to extend job opportunities and cope with the real possibility of lasting 
technological unemployment (Choi & Kang, 2019).  
The current job market is competitive. Industries that once required entry-level 
workers to have a high school diploma now need workers with specialized occupational 
skills (Ziegler, 2015). Today, a skilled workforce is mandatory for growth in employment 
and the economy. As more businesses and employers automate tasks and incorporate 
artificial intelligence, the ability of workers to use these tools to manage these tasks is 
becoming essential in the workplace (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, & 
Medicine, 2017; OECD, 2018). A recent report by BizEd stated that workers could no 
longer expect to be employed at one or two firms for their entire careers, using the skills 
they mastered in their 20s (Van Dam & Guidone, 2018). This means that WTCs, as well 
as higher education institutions, must be ready to provide the required skills that will 
ensure that tomorrow's workers are employable for as long as they can work (Van Dam & 
Guidone, 2018). New skill requirements have emerged, thus shifting the structure of the 
U.S. economy from an industrial economy to a post-industrial service economy 
(Editorial, 2013). These skills are part of the employability skills, job readiness skills, as 
well as the skills employees need and employers want (Harun, Salleh, Baharom, & 
Memon, 2017; MacDermott & Ortiz, 2017; Nisha & Rajasekaran, 2018).  
A report by the World Economic Forum (2017) described the changes in 
technology, demographics, and businesses as the Fourth Industrial Revolution and 
credited this movement with altering the skills needed for today's labor market (Hasan, 
Wilkins, McShane, Arzaga, & Lachman, 2019). As digitalization, automation, robotics, 
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and artificial intelligence create opportunities for the economy, so do the many 
challenges for the future of the workforce (Lyons, Zucchetti, Kass-Hanna, & Cobo, 
2019). Only those companies that stay abreast of technological breakthroughs will 
survive, and only those workers who want to remain competitive by re-educating 
themselves will continue to find jobs (Van Dam & Guidone, 2018). The need for job 
training is necessary if workers want to remain competitive in a knowledge-based, 
automated society (Cummins, Yamashita, Millar, & Sahoo, 2019) and to ensure the labor 
force have the skills and training needed to gain and keep employment (Ziegler, 2015).  
Recent literature posits that aligning training with industry needs ensures the 
availability of highly skilled, technically trained workers with industry-relevant 
qualifications (Pima Association of Governments PAG, 2017). The literature review also 
agreed that alignment and prioritization start with the identification of specific needs, 
such as occupation-specific skills, apprenticeships, and worker re-entry programs (Eades 
& Hughes, 2017; Snell, 2019). Adult workers attending WTCs are allowed the 
opportunity to enhance their education and skills training to meet the tasks of the 21st-
century workplace. Thus, as job markets continue to expand and skills-set evolve, 
improving the alignment between workforce initiatives and industry needs will continue 
to be a priority (Van Dam & Guidone, 2018).  
Future Workforce  
As state economies continue to grow and put more people to work, finding skilled 
labor is increasingly the most significant challenge facing many competitive American 
businesses (Buckwalter & Togila, 2019). Research also indicates there is a revolution 
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occurring in the world of work where almost every job will be affected by globalization, 
technological progress, and demographic change (OECD, 2017; Tytler, Bridgstock, 
White, Mather, McCandless, & Grant-Iramu, 2019). The next few decades will witness a 
change to current jobs, the disappearance of some jobs entirely, and the creation of new 
jobs that do not yet exist (Tytler et al., 2019). Hence, the change is most noticeable in the 
fields of retail, entertainment, health care, manufacturing, and education as technology 
advances (Tytler et al., 2019). The forces pushing this revolution are automation, 
robotics, the Internet, climate change, globalization, and an aging and increasing 
population (OECD, 2017).  
The forces shaping the future workforce are artificial intelligence, robotics, 
automation and digital transformation with ever-smarter machines performing more 
human tasks; globalization in which our workforce is going global and the global 
workforce coming to us; and collaboration with many jobs, with many employers all at 
the same time (Foundation for Young Australians, 2017a, 2017b). Research has it that we 
are living through significant and world-changing times and that if people are to remain 
employable, they will need to acquire and develop new skills. These skills not only refer 
to technical knowledge and skills, but also to 'soft' skills like collaborative capability, 
empathy, and entrepreneurial skills (Tytler et al., 2019). Whether or not experts predict 
the mass elimination of jobs or the creation of more new jobs (AlphaBeta, 2017), the 
consensus is the changes occurring in the labor market will be significant, substantial and 
likely to require a large proportion of the workforce to engage in retraining, reskilling and 
lifelong learning (Riad, 2017; Silvennoinen & Nori, 2017). Research supports that the 
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entire population is living in the technological transformation age in the way we work 
and conduct business (Stubbings, & Williams, 2018). Research also agree that if we want 
to avoid the significant social dislocation caused by the speed of technological advances 
and changes, we will need policymakers including businesses and employers to work 
collaboratively to address these innovations and how to ease the fear of an automated 
society (Bakhshi, Downing, Osborne, & Schneider, 2017).  
Recommendations 
The goal is to increase employment opportunities for low-skilled, displaced, and 
unemployed adults who are looking to re-enter the job market. The workforce 
development approach is to help workers obtain these skills through training programs 
and other skilled services developed in response to employer demand. Research shows 
such improvements increase earnings and improve job quality for all unemployed or 
under-skilled workers or workforce in the region. Based on the findings of this project 
study and the scholarly literature, the following recommended strategies are highlighted 
for this white paper report.  
Recommendation #1: Retention, Collaboration, and Technologies 
The WTC partner with local businesses to discuss strategies to help businesses 
recruit and retain workers, work collectively to improve compensation packages that are 
competitive with other employers and industries, and incorporate new technologies by 
creating and providing applicable training (Ziegler, 2015). 
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Recommendation #2: Skill Alignment and Changing Needs 
The WTC and the local businesses and employers partner to discuss nuanced 
alignment of curricula according to the changing needs of local businesses and 
employers. Forming a partnership can affect how local businesses, employers, WTCs, 
public workforce agencies, and education and other training providers collaborate to 
create broader change (Ziegler, 2015). 
Recommendation #3: Networking About the Availability of Training 
The WTC notify businesses and employers with information about its availability 
to assist in the development and delivery of training and certificate programs for 
supervisors, managers, and employees new to leadership positions (Messina, 2017). 
Recommendation #4: Early and Continuing Career Counseling 
The WTC assist adult students or working adults with career exploration and 
preparation to identify specific career interests (Carlson, 2017). Starting this process early 
allows the adult working student to learn about the different career options available 
while developing professional working skills (Selingo, 2017).  
Recommendation #5: Job Fairs, Internships, and Externships 
The WTC and local businesses host job fairs and networking events so adult 
students looking for employment can meet and talk with employers in a career field of 
interest. Offering paid internships and externships as hiring incentives to workers seeking 
employment (Carlson, 2017).  
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Recommendation #6: Resourcing for New Hires 
Businesses and employers utilize WTC services to search for applicants with the 
skills and competencies needed to work for their company (Hudson & Klein-Collins, 
2018). 
Recommendation #7: Chamber of Commerce Membership 
The WTC join and maintain active membership in the local Chamber of 
Commerce to facilitate networking and collaboration with the business community that it 
supports. 
The outcome is the low skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers gain access to 
training, jobs, and advancement opportunities from attending the WTC. Likewise, 
businesses and employers have access to a qualified and productive workforce (Ziegler, 
2015). In the next section, I provide a project description in terms of potential resources, 
barriers, implementation and timetable, and the role and responsibilities of students and 
others.  
Project Description 
After the completion of this project study, I will present a copy of the white paper 
report (Appendix A) to the WTC director and the business and employer participants. 
The white paper included an introduction, a description of the local problem, a summary 
including the data analysis, recommendations, and conclusion. The overall goal of the 
white paper is to provide recommendations to improve employment opportunities for the 
low skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers in the local area and to provide 
recommendations for aligning the WTC curriculum with local area business needs. 
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Needed Resources and Existing Supports  
The primary resources needed to present the project to the WTC director and 
business partner participants primarily consists of their time and interest to allow me to 
present the white paper. I received support from my committee chair that provided 
feedback and guidance throughout the entire process of my study. Support from my 
second committee member also made my white paper report possible. The participants of 
this study supported this white paper report, including the WTC director’s approval to use 
the WTC site as a research partner. Without the gracious participants’ participation, I 
would not have had any data or research to report. 
Potential Barriers and Solutions 
I predict few barriers in presenting my white paper to the WTC Director and 
participant businesses. The Director was sincerely interested, supportive, and willing to 
be part of my research. A potential barrier for the white paper report would be if some of 
the businesses and employers decided at the very last minute not to participate in my 
study. A possible solution for this would be to continue the research with those who were 
sincerely interested and supportive. Another potential barrier is not being able to schedule 
a time to meet with each business and employer participant once the study is completed. 
A potential solution to this barrier can be to contact them by phone, get the business 
address, and mail them the report. It is not pertinent that I hand deliver the white paper 
report. The main concern is the participants received it. 
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Implementation and Timetable 
Upon approval and acceptance of my doctoral study and white paper by Walden 
University, I agreed to deliver my completed report to the local business and employer 
participants and to the WTC Director. Then, I will contact the WTC Director and the 
business and employer participants by phone to schedule a meeting time that is 
convenient to discuss the white paper report, and to answer any questions they may have 
regarding the policy recommendations. There is no timetable to disseminate the white 
paper, and I expect to have either presented it, scheduled it for presentation, or been 
declined an audience to present it to all participants within one month of having 
completed my study. 
Roles and Responsibilities of Student and Others 
As a student, my responsibility was to create a white paper report based on the 
research findings then deliver a finished report to the WTC Director and the business 
participants. My role as a student was to present the report with the recommendations to 
the WTC Director and the business and employer participants. I will give them the white 
paper and provide them with an overview of the research findings and the 
recommendations, and address any questions they may have at the end of the 
presentation. The role and responsibility of the WTC Director will be to share the white 
paper recommendations with the WTC Service Board if desired. Besides, the business 
and employer participants’ role and responsibility would be to share the white paper 
recommendations with their local or regional supervisor as well as their employees if 
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they desire. However, if the participants ask me to collaborate with them for the 
presentation, I would do so. 
Project Evaluation Plan 
The project genre was a policy recommendation report that was presented in the 
form of a white paper. One goal of the white paper was to provide the WTC Director with 
information and recommendations to align its certificate and training programs for 
unemployed individuals to meet business needs. The second goal of the white paper is to 
share with local businesses and employers the information on the employability skills 
they seek when hiring new employees. The evaluation plan was outcomes-based. First, 
the outcome to be measured was whether the WTCs training and certificate programs had 
met the needs of the businesses in the region. Second, the outcome was whether local 
businesses and employers feel the WTC provided skilled workers to fill their current and 
future workforce needs. The overall goals of the project were to improve employment 
opportunities for low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed adults looking to re-enter the 
job market. 
Project Implications  
Possible Social Change Implications  
Possible social change implications from this white paper would contribute to a 
positive social change where individuals have the opportunity to enhance basic learning 
and skills training to meet the challenges of the 21st-century workplace. Additionally, 
aligning workforce training programs with the needs of businesses and employers affect 
positive social change for many people. Workers and their families will benefit from 
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more stable employment. Employers will benefit from lower employee turnover. The 
WTC will benefit from increased visibility and awareness by individuals in the 
community. Positive social change occurs when WTCs have better prepare unemployed 
workers for career success in local job markets. 
Local Community and Stakeholders 
The importance of this project study to local stakeholders is it addresses the needs 
of low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers in rural southern Virginia. The 
recommendations from this project study white paper have the potential for improving 
employment opportunities for low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed individuals living 
in this area. This white paper report outlines policy recommendations that will help the 
WTC service board to align the curricula to meet business needs and help workers learn, 
grow, and adapt to the demands and changes in the workforce.  
Far-Reaching and Larger Context 
In the larger context, this research study can influence WTCs located in other 
cities and rural areas to determine if their curricula are preparing low-skilled, displaced, 
and unemployed workers with the necessary skills to be competitive. Far-reaching, this 
white paper report could be a model to help improve employment services, support, and 
access for individuals with disabilities in other areas, at the state level. What is more, the 
policy recommendations could assist the regional WTC Service Board as they set 
priorities when assessing and aligning the curriculum with business and employer needs. 
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Conclusion 
Section 3 began with an introduction of the white paper project study, which 
contains the description of the project, the goal of the project, the rationale, literature 
review, the project description, the project evaluation plan, and the implications for social 
change. Following this section, Section 4 covers the content of a detailed white paper 
report (see Appendix A) that details policy recommendations on aligning WTC 
curriculum with local business needs. The WTC Director and businesses and employer 
participants will get a copy of this white paper report with recommendations once I 
complete the program. 
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Section 4: Reflections and Conclusions 
Introduction 
In this final section, I present my reflections and conclusions of this project study. 
I discuss the strengths and limitations of the project, recommendations for alternative 
approaches to address the problem, scholarship, project development, leadership and 
change, and reflect on the importance of the work. Finally, Section 4 closes with the 
implications, applications, directions for future research, and a conclusion. 
Project Strengths and Limitations 
Project Strengths  
The strength of this project study was the direct exploration of the needs of the 
local businesses and employers, and whether the WTC has aligned its certificate and 
skills training programs with business and employer needs. Aligning the WTC 
curriculum with business and employer needs will increase the business recruitment of 
skilled employees. Thus, the employers will have access to employees with the skills that 
are more aligned with employer needs. As a result, the livelihood and social well-being of 
those individuals living in rural areas impacted by the study may be improved. 
Individuals living in these areas may once again provide more completely for their 
families. The policy recommendation in Appendix A provides recommended strategies 
for how the WTC can improve employment opportunities for low-skilled, displaced, and 
unemployed workers based on the findings in this study, as well as best practices derived 
from the review of relevant literature. The report also includes recommended steps for 
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how to align the WTC training and certificate programs with the needs of the local 
businesses and employers.  
Project Limitations  
One limitation of the project study was the business and employer industry 
participants pool. None of the potential manufacturing industry participants responded. 
Also, one restaurant industry participant could not find the time to be interviewed. 
Nonetheless, I was able to interview 11 out of the 14 participants that were selected. 
Another limitation was that the data collected was limited only to a small number of 
participants. A larger sample size could have increased the likelihood that consumers of 
this research may have similar circumstances and find applicability in my research 
findings.  Even then, however, generalizability would be limited because of different 
business needs, locations, funding streams, and regulatory and reporting requirements. 
Also, qualitative studies are not considered generalizable to other populations due to the 
subjective nature of the research approach (Creswell, 2015).  
Recommendations for Alternative Approaches 
The research problem was to explore and understand the needs of local businesses 
and employers, and whether the WTC was preparing low skilled, displaced, and 
unemployed workers with adequate employability skills. Although this project study 
focused on addressing the problem, an alternative approach to the problem could be to 
evaluate several workforce-training centers’ curriculum programs and compare the 
findings. A second approach to the problem could be to explore the lived experiences of 
displaced and unemployed workers’ livelihood and social challenges living and working 
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in rural areas. Another approach could include a larger sample size of participants and 
include other industries such as banking corporations, gas and utility companies, 
electrical co-op companies, and larger retail stores. Still another alternative solution to the 
problem could be to conduct a follow-up with individuals who graduated after 
completing the WTC programs to ascertain if they were able to find employment.  
Scholarship, Project Development, and Leadership and Change 
In this subsection, I discuss scholarship, project development, and leadership and 
change. My personal growth as a scholar, practitioner, and project developer is also 
discussed.  
Scholarship  
One attribute I learned about scholarship pertains to the academic rigor, the 
importance of careful design, and the time involved in planning and completing the 
project. Another attribute of scholarship is staying focused on the work at hand. For 
example, the process of creating this project study to be implemented was an experience 
where staying on task was crucial. Scholarship also necessitates engrossing oneself in the 
subject of the project study to pull out the necessary information (Leibowitz & Bozalek, 
2016; Sandmann, Saltmarsh, & O’Meara, 2019). For this study, I had to conduct 
thorough literature reviews relevant to the problem being researched and studied. There 
were long and countless hours spent planning, analyzing, synthesizing, writing, and 
revising information to make it flow to where others could follow and understand what I 
was presenting. What I learned is that scholarship refers to the knowledge that is obtained 
and gained from research to be disseminated as change data along with other information 
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(Leibowitz & Bozalek, 2016; Sandmann et al., 2019). In essence, scholarship is about 
adding to the knowledge base of a topic or to present a discovery that would advance the 
topic to another level or improve the topic in another direction.  
Project Development  
What I learned from this project development was how to locate and retrieve 
information, read and interpret the information, then integrate it into my study. I learned 
that project development takes many revisions and paraphrasing, interpretations, and 
reviews to get it right. I learned to be flexible and to allow the project to emerge from the 
data and research. After reading various dissertations and government reports relating to 
improving workforce training curricula and programs, I decided through consultation 
with my research committee that a white paper report would allow me to present my 
study’s findings and make recommendations to address WTC curriculum and the 
businesses and employers concerns for qualified working individuals.  
Once I decided to create a white paper report, I searched for white papers to look 
at different formatting styles. Research showed that white paper format depends on the 
audience the paper is to be presented to as well as the type of information to be 
disseminated. In developing my project deliverable, I focused on the workforce and 
business audience to ensure the information was beneficial to them. The result was a 
white paper report offering policy recommendations to be presented to the WTC Director 
and the business and employer participants. In summary, I learned a lot about how to 
collect and bring together only the essential information to be delivered to a specific 
audience.  
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Leadership and Change  
What I learned was that leadership development is a continuing process, and 
leaders are not born; they are created through their experiences.  It has transformed me 
both professionally and personally by requiring me to focus and pursue this undertaking 
through to the very end. Even though there were doctoral challenges, coming to the end 
of another milestone made me see the true leaders are those who stay the course despite 
the challenges. True leaders want to make a change and seize every opportunity to do so. 
As an educational leader, I will continue to research, explore, and advance my knowledge 
to influence improvement in the areas of adult and workforce education.  
Analysis of Self as a Scholar  
Throughout the completion of this project study, I have learned a lot about myself 
as a scholar. I have learned that completion of any advanced or doctoral degree requires a 
passion for the area of research or project study, self-determination, and a mindset of 
impacting social change. Moreover, I have learned that scholars have to write many 
drafts, pay attention to detail, and possess much patience. Learning to write in a scholarly 
style was new and quite challenging for me. One challenge was accepting constructive 
criticism from my committee chair. At first, I had difficulty with all of the correction 
marks on my proposal and did not understand why; there were times when I just wanted 
to cry. A second challenge was being reminded that I could not use my own words or 
opinions without referencing or citing the information. I thought I was a good writer 
since I was asked to be a part of a curriculum writing team in my area of study for my 
state education department. However, that thought was short-lived because I soon learned 
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that I had to dismiss everything I thought I knew, and adapt to a new level of writing. I 
had to think on a deeper level and start writing as a scholar-practitioner. As I began to 
embrace the meaning of scholarly writing, I flourished as a researcher and scholar 
through my reading and writing. As a result, my project study continued to emerge. I was 
able to integrate the learning and engage in more meaningful dialog with classmates 
while adding to my knowledge and confidence as a scholar.  
Analysis of Self as a Practitioner  
As I reflect on myself, I can say my personal growth as a practitioner was 
enhanced as I developed as a researcher throughout this project study. What I discovered 
is that being a scholar-practitioner requires one to search deeper for information to share 
with others. I can now research from start to finish. I can identify primary and secondary 
resources, utilize credible and recent sources, and locate relevant peer-reviewed journal 
articles and consume studies. Also, my ability to collect, analyze, and synthesize data as a 
scholar was enhanced. Studying as a doctoral student at Walden University has genuinely 
enriched my knowledge and experience as a student, scholar-practitioner, and soon as an 
expert in the adult and workforce education field. As a practitioner, I see that completing 
this project will help me as I strive to improve workforce skills for low-skilled, displaced, 
and unemployed individuals. Finally, the skills of a scholarly writer and researcher and 
project developer have made me a better scholar-practitioner, lifelong learner, and an 
agent for positive change. 
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Analysis of Self as a Project Developer  
As a project developer, I learned a great deal of information. The rationale of this 
project study was to explore the alignment of the WTC program curricula and the needs 
of businesses to see if the programs offered by the WTC align with and address business 
needs. The project result consisted of several policy recommendation strategies to 
increase employment opportunities for unemployed workers who are looking to re-enter 
the job market. The goal is to help these workers obtain the necessary education and 
technical skills that employers need and want in their employees. The development of 
this study was based on my knowledge and research that unemployed workers need 
employability skills to re-enter today's job market as well as to be competitive with their 
working counterparts. My project incorporated information on the skills and training 
needed for 21st Century employment. Therefore when I attended orientation at Walden, I 
was informed about the option of completing a traditional dissertation or project study. It 
was explained to me that a project study would allow me the opportunity to examine a 
local problem and assist with improving educational practices that would impact social 
change. Therefore, I chose to pursue a project study so I could create a practical project 
with recommendations to help unemployed people in my community. 
Reflection on the Importance of the Work 
This project study concentrated on aligning workforce skills and training 
programs with the needs of businesses and employers. The alignment will increase 
employment opportunities as unemployed adults looking to re-enter the job market or 
obtain promotion at their present place of employment. The importance of this work is 
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viewed from the perspective of businesses and employers as they strive to stay abreast of 
the technological changes and advancements in the workplace, including hiring skilled 
employees. Additionally, the significance of this work is viewed from the perspective of 
the WTC stakeholders as they rise to the Governor’s call to partner with local businesses 
and employers to discuss and identify the necessary knowledge and skill sets for 
employment. Finally, the significance of this study consists of new insights into the kinds 
of skills employers want and need, as well as the kinds of skills that employees need to 
hone for success in the current job market. 
Implications, Applications, and Directions for Future Research 
This subsection presents the implications or impacts of positive social change. 
The applications and directions for future research are discussed also. 
Implications 
When research knowledge is applied to help individuals improve their daily being 
and livelihood, then positive social change can take place. Upgrading employment skills 
to be competitive will add positive social change to the lives of those individuals who 
seek employment. Also, when businesses and employers offer on-the-job training to 
develop their employees, changes occur in the workplace as well as the employees’ 
working attitude. Finally, increasing employees’ earnings through raises or bonuses gives 
employees more buying power, which adds to their self-value and self-worth in society. 
Overall, small social changes can improve the living standards of individuals or 
employees as well as create business growth that will benefit the community.  
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Applications 
Throughout this project study, my goal was to address 21st-century skills gaps 
between the WTC education offerings and the local employer needs. With the changing 
workforce, businesses and employers seek workers with the right skills. As more 
businesses and employers rely on automation, the capability of workers to use 
technological and automated tools has become essential in the workplace. Furthermore, 
for businesses to retain the workers they have, their employees need to be retrained with 
newer skills. For these reasons, the alignment of the workforce training curricula 
necessitates programs to enable obtaining industry certifications, licenses, and credentials 
that will make adult workers more employable. The outcome of this project is the WTC 
has aligned its training and certificate programs to meet the needs of local businesses. In 
contrast, the local businesses and employers feel the WTC did adequately provide skilled 
workers to meet their needs.  
Future Research 
This study can be replicated and may find applicability to rural geographic 
locations where there is interest in investigating the alignment of workforce training and 
educational institutions programs with local business and employer needs. A second 
recommendation for future research is to expand this study to include veterans, 
disadvantaged, and disabled individuals seeking employment. The third recommendation 
is to include the students themselves to better understand the problem and challenges 
from their perspective. My final recommendation would be to include more significant 
industries such as utility companies, manufacturing, and financial institutions like banks.  
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Conclusion 
The work accomplished through this research study and the creation of a policy 
recommendation report has the potential of improving the lives of low-skilled, displaced, 
and unemployed workers. When adult workers experience job loss and are allowed to 
improve their working skills to gain industry credentials, they become more attractive to 
employers. In competitive job markets, working individuals have to be creative in 
developing skills to keep their positions; therefore, additional training always helps.  
One thing is certain: The coming decades will bring change. Some current jobs 
will disappear, and new jobs that do not yet exist will emerge. All jobs will be affected by 
globalization, technological progress, and demographic changes. For WTCs and other 
education entities to remain relevant through these changes, they will need a protocol and 
method to ensure their curricula speak to the needs of the employers who higher their 
graduates. This study provides one such protocol, and the policy paper that resulted from 
the study provides recommended strategies to increase employment opportunities for 
low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed adults who are looking to enter or re-enter the 
job market. This policy will help businesses and employers to recruit and hire workers 
who have received training in the skills that are valued by the business. Finally, increased 
earnings, improved job quality, and improved quality of life may combine to help this 
region regain economic vitality and community cohesion.  
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Appendix A: Research-Derived Policy Paper 
Steps for Aligning WTC Programs with Local Business and Employer Needs 
 
Executive Summary 
New skill requirements have emerged, causing a shift in the structure of the U.S. 
economy from an industrial economy to a post-industrial service economy. The 
weakening of the labor market in the rural Southern United States caused many 
individuals to lose jobs due to economic globalization, outsourcing of employment, and 
technological innovation. The problem addressed by this report was to explore the need 
to align WTC curricula to improve the employability skills and lives of low-skilled, 
displaced, and unemployed workers. Today, a skilled workforce is mandatory for the 
growth in employment and the economy. As more businesses and employers become 
automated, the ability of workers to use automation is becoming essential in the 
workplace. The need for job training is necessary if workers want to remain competitive 
in a knowledge-based, automated society and to help low-skilled, displaced, and 
unemployed workers find and keep meaningful employment. The project resulting from 
this study is a policy recommendation for a white paper. This report summarizes the 
study and presents recommendations to increase employment opportunities for low-
skilled, displaced, and unemployed adults who are looking to re-enter the job market. The 
outcome is that unemployed workers will gain greater access to training, jobs, and 
advancement opportunities through the WTC, and businesses and employers will gain 
greater access to qualified and productive workers.  
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Introduction 
Many cities in the United States have experienced job loss due to a shift from 
industrial-based to information and service economies, as well as the outsourcing of labor 
jobs to overseas locations. This report is the result of a study I conducted to see whether 
the local WTC was adequately preparing low-skilled, unemployed, and displaced workers 
with employment proficiencies and technical skills needed to compete in today’s job 
market, and to offer recommendations to improve employment opportunities for the low 
skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers in the local area. Evidence from workforce 
training literature suggested that adult workers need additional training and skills to meet 
the demands of a fast-paced, technology-driven, and ever-shrinking economy (Holzer, 
2015; Torraco, 2016). With continued transitions in our economy, coupled with a society 
that relies on technology, WTCs must work collectively with employers to discuss new 
skill sets and knowledge needed by adults to contribute in meaningful ways (Jacobson, 
2016; Office of the Governor, 2014a). The Governor called this initiative The New 
Virginia Economy because rural and southern Virginia economy needed to be overhauled 
(Office of the Governor, 2014b). Offering training through workforce development 
centers to the rural and southern communities help prepare low-skilled, displaced, and 
unemployed workers in finding and keeping meaningful jobs (Benbow & Hora, 2016; 
Jacobson, 2016). This report summarizes the study and presents research-derived 
recommendations on aligning the WTC program with local business needs, and improve 
employment opportunities for the low skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers living 
in the local area. 
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Background of Existing Problem 
Adult workers living in rural areas have been disproportionately impacted by a 
lagging economy, and the outsourcing of jobs (Thiede, Lichter, & Slack, 2016). These 
layoffs transpired because of company and business downsizing and cutting costs, 
relocation or closures, and changes in technology (Slack & Jensen, 2014). The people 
affected by this shift was a generation of workers who earned good wages working in 
textile mills, in manufacturing and production companies, and some agricultural jobs that 
have closed or have been outsourced (Thiede et al., 2016). As a result, the changing 
economy placed low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers at a disadvantage when 
they attempted to compete against job candidates with more training and education 
(Torraco, 2016). To better meet the needs of business and industry in rural areas, the 
Governor of Virginia called for WTCs and workforce development and continuing 
education centers at community colleges to partner with employers to discuss and 
identify skills needed to train workers to meet the employers’ present and future 
workforce demands (Office of the Governor, 2014b). 
According to the Office of the Governor (2014b), the state suffered economically 
because there were not enough skilled and educated workers to meet the demands of the 
state’s employers. In Virginia, the Governor’s priority to improve the employment status 
of unemployed workers was a positive step toward strengthening the workforce and the 
state’s economy (Office of the Governor, 2014b). Athreya, Neelakantan, and Romero 
(2014) reported an 11% unemployment rate for adult workers with minimal education 
compared to only 5% unemployment for individuals with a college degree. The authors 
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further reported the unemployment rate for adult workers without a high school education 
at 15.8%, compared to 6.3% for high school credentialed workers, and only 3.3% for 
college-educated workers (Athreya et al., 2014). Because the 2007-2009 recession caused 
many companies in the rural southeast to downsize, close, and relocate, the Office of the 
Governor (2014a) predicted 50,000 unemployed and low-skilled individuals would 
experience job growth, and employment as workforce development centers partner with 
employers to improve employability skills (Magsamen-Conrad et al., 2016; Office of the 
Governor, 2014a; Slack & Jensen, 2014). 
In rural southeast Virginia, the Governor called for workforce training and 
workforce development centers to align their education and training programs with the 
needs of local businesses and employers in this region of Virginia (Office of the 
Governor, 2014b). The alignment of workforce training programs curricula was to 
include industry certifications and licenses/credentials to make these individuals more 
marketable while serving to improve their economic status in the region (Mitchell et al., 
2010; Office of the Governor, 2014b). In the effort to ensure that economic growth and 
stability return to southern Virginia, it would be desirable for the workforce development 
centers throughout this region to meet with local businesses and employers to discuss 
needed skills and then train individuals for those jobs (WTC Director, personal 
communication; May 2015, January 2016). Accordingly, these new skills will prepare 
displaced and unemployed workers for 21st Century employment. 
The unemployment rate soared from 1997 to 2003, with 1.5 million rural workers 
losing jobs (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015a). The layoff trend continued and worsened 
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during the recession of 2007 to 2009 when even more workers lost their jobs (Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, 2015b). Similarly, the continuation of the displacement for low-skilled 
workers was predicted, making it even more difficult for long-term displaced and 
unemployed adults to obtain suitable work (Office of the Governor, 2014a). Hence, there 
was a call for local businesses, organizations, companies, and communities to work 
together to offer updated vocational, social, critical thinking, and high-tech workforce 
training programs (Depken & Gaggl, 2016). Adult educators cannot afford to overlook 
the ranks of low-skilled workers in the design of these new education initiatives. Aligning 
workforce training programs with local business needs serve to improve the livelihood, 
social well-being, and employment status for low-skilled, unemployed, and displaced 
workers, even in rural areas (Benbow & Hora, 2016). 
With the changing workplace and workforce in rural America, many adult 
workers have found or concluded their jobs were not as secure as they once thought and 
found themselves required to learn new skills and acquire new knowledge (UNESCO, 
2015). Businesses and employers now desire employees with higher levels of technical 
expertise to run basic computer equipment such as connecting and disconnecting to 
printers, accessing the Internet, and conducting conference calls (Torraco, 2016). It is 
important for WTCs to partner with businesses and employers to provide every 
opportunity for low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers to learn, grow, and adapt 
as productive workers capable of handling the demands and changes of the workplace 
(Mahmud, Parvez, Hilton, Kabir, & Wahid, 2014). It may also be necessary for WTCs to 
provide on-the-job technical training for businesses and company employees. As adults 
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return to school to upgrade employability skills, workforce development centers need to 
respond to goals and objectives that align with the employers’ needs to be truly useful 
(Holzer, 2015; Srivastava & Hasan, 2016). 
Summary of Analysis and Findings 
Summary of Analysis  
The purpose of the study was to explore the needs of local businesses and 
employers and determine the extent to which the WTC has aligned its certificate and 
training programs for low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers to meet those 
needs. A case study approach was used for the inquiry. While other qualitative methods 
were considered, the case study was the best fit to answer this study’s research questions. 
I was able to collect and examine data from the local businesses and the WTC to see 
whether the WTCs training and certificate programs were meeting the business needs of 
the region. The population comprised of participants from local businesses and employers 
and one WTC site. The sample consisted of 11 participants employed as human resource 
directors, managers, and supervisors that are responsible for hiring skilled individuals for 
their business and one WTC director who provided trained and proficient workers to 
meet the demands of local businesses and employers.  
The data analysis revealed that the three classes of skills (academic, specialized or 
technical, and soft) were important when hiring low-skilled employees. The participants 
reported that the three classes of skills were necessary for daily job function and played 
an important role when interacting with people and dealing with clients, co-workers, and 
supervisors. While the interview results affirmed that the three classes of skills are 
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important for a successful career and are necessary on a daily basis, they also reported 
that specialized skills for each position are taught once an applicant was hired. The 
participants added soft skills included the character of an employee and generally 
evaluated at the time of the interview. In the retail sales industry, employers want 
employees with excellent customer skills (including verbal communication). The 
majority of employers and businesses seek employees with excellent customer skills such 
as being patient, pleasant, dependable, understanding, flexible; have a positive attitude, 
can multi-task, and the ability to get along with others. These are essential employability 
skills, and they are also skills that help employees retain their jobs once hired. 
The data analysis indicated that not all employers utilize the training and 
certification programs provided by the WTC. For example, individuals who work in fast-
foods, grocery, restaurants, and the retail-sales industry received their training from the 
lead worker, supervisor, or assistant manager. Cashiers received training from the lead 
cashier or front-end manager. The managers take online training and learning through a 
store/company program. The fast-food and grocery industry participants shared they have 
never used and were not familiar with the WTC. As a result, the participant shared they 
would hire graduates from the local WTC, and those who do not use WTC services said 
they would consider employing graduates from the local WTC, now that they know about 
this resource. 
As such, the data analysis showed that employers or businesses expect employees 
to have some knowledge of basic computer skills because computers are used in every 
aspect of job employment. Technology or computer skills are used for everything from 
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accessing the Internet, creating emails, using word processing, and any of the other 
Microsoft Office skills. Employers or businesses expect excellent communication skills 
where their employees can verbalize information to the customers and help when needed. 
Employers or businesses expect their employees to demonstrate sound work ethics, such 
as being pleasant, courteous, and helpful to customers. Employers or businesses want 
their workers to show knowledge of basic skills such as reading, writing, and speaking 
when dealing with individuals. 
Summary of Findings 
Research findings revealed that unemployed workers need employability skills to 
re-enter today's job market. The key to producing a 21st-century workforce is to train 
new employees (Bharti, 2014). In order to retain qualified workers, they, too, need 
training with the skills essential to competing in the new job market (Brynjolfsson & 
McAfee, 2014). Significant also was the need to examine curricula that purport to prepare 
and certify students to fill those jobs. For adult workers, attending WTCs can provide the 
opportunity for them to enhance learning and skills training to meet the challenges of 
21st-century workplaces. For low-skilled, displaced, and unemployed adults living in 
rural areas, providing advanced training will boost adult success and promote 
sustainability in the workforce (Chopra, 2016). 
The communication explosion, the age of information, computerization, and the 
industrial revolution brought new kinds of jobs and new applications of learning. Adults 
started returning to school for various reasons, including professional needs (Bharti, 
2014; Lyons, Ng, & Schweitzer, 2014). Understanding the context of adults going back 
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to school was essential to providing them with quality learning experiences (Brynjolfsson 
& McAfee, 2014). With these trends, many nonprofessional positions, career switchers, 
displaced workers, those afraid of being replaced, and those capable of advancement 
within the organizations saw going back to school a chance to improve their skill sets 
(Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). Understanding employer needs and adapting knowledge 
and skills training to meet the needs of a changing workforce, therefore, is vital to 
growing economies wherein adult workers can progress and be productive (Lyons, et al., 
2014). For adult workers, attending WTCs provided the opportunity for them to enhance 
learning and skills training to meet the challenges of 21st-century workplaces. 
The findings showed that the employer participants viewed basic skills such as 
reading, writing, speaking, listening, and math as essential skills for employment. The 
participants also viewed technology skills as very important when hiring individuals for 
entry-level and full-time management positions, as cashiers, and as medical or lab 
technicians. In sum, academic, technical, and soft skills are all important for daily job 
functioning and play a vital role when interacting with people and dealing with 
customers, co-workers, and supervisors. What is more, employers seek employees able to 
follow directions, exhibit good communication skills, demonstrate good character, and a 
positive attitude while offering good customer service assistance when needed. 
Additionally, the findings disclosed that not all employer participants utilized the 
skills training and certification programs provided by the WTC. However, they will 
consider hiring individuals who attended and graduated from the local center. Likewise, 
the WTC did not offer skills training and programs related to the fast food and quick-
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serve restaurant service industry but would assist individuals looking for employment 
with the mock interview process. Similarly, the WTC did not assist with human services 
or business administrative services jobs or positions. However, when there was a demand 
for skilled individuals or a need for certified individuals by an employer or a business, the 
WTC provided the training to the employee for the employer. Based on the findings of 
this study, the most appropriate project deliverable was deemed to be this white paper 
policy recommendation report. 
Evidence from Literature and Research 
Evidence from Literature 
In reviewing the scholarly literature, the concern for the next few decades were 
jobs, and how to keep the present ones while creating new ones. A cause for this concern 
was the speed at which technology was advancing, which could affect businesses and 
decrease human capital in the production of goods and services (Choi, & Kang, 2019). A 
report from the World Economic Forum (2017) estimated that by 2020 technology would 
produce approximately 2.1 million new jobs while at the same time would be responsible 
for the loss of about 7.1 million jobs. As the technological trend continues, it would lead 
to worker displacement, increased income inequality, and create permanent 
unemployable workers (Kristal, & Cohen, 2015; Smith & Anderson, 2014). Zhou and 
Tyers (2018) proclaimed that this job loss would affect developing countries the most 
because many of the outsourced manufacturing and service jobs would be among the first 
to be automated. Thus, as we advance to an autonomous economy, managers and 
policymakers must develop effective strategies and policies to extend job opportunities 
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and cope with the real possibility of lasting technological unemployment (Choi & Kang, 
2019). 
The current job market is competitive. Industries that once required entry-level 
workers to have a high school diploma now need workers with specialized occupational 
skills (Ziegler, 2015). Today, a skilled workforce is mandatory for growth in employment 
and the economy. As more businesses and employers automate tasks and incorporate 
artificial intelligence, the ability of workers to use these tools to manage these tasks is 
becoming essential in the workplace (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, & 
Medicine, 2017; OECD, 2018). A recent report by BizEd stated that workers could no 
longer expect to be employed at one or two firms for their entire careers, using the skills 
they mastered in their 20s (Van Dam & Guidone, 2018). This situation means that WTCs, 
as well as higher education institutions, must be ready to provide the required skills to 
ensure that tomorrow’s workers are employable for as long as they can work (Van Dam 
& Guidone, 2018). New skill requirements have emerged, thus shifting the structure of 
the U.S. economy from an industrial economy to a post-industrial service economy 
(Editorial, 2013). These skills are part of the employability skills, job readiness skills, as 
well as the skills employees need and employers want (Harun, Salleh, Baharom, & 
Memon, 2017; MacDermott & Ortiz, 2017; Nisha & Rajasekaran, 2018). 
A report from the World Economic Forum (2017) described the changes in 
technology, demographics, and businesses as the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and 
credited this movement with altering the skills needed for today’s labor market (Hasan, 
Wilkins, McShane, Arzaga, & Lachman, 2019). As digitalization, automation, robotics, 
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and artificial intelligence create opportunities for the economy, so do the many 
challenges for the future of the workforce (Lyons, Zucchetti, Kass-Hanna, & Cobo, 
2019). Only those companies that stay abreast of technological breakthroughs will 
survive, and only those workers who want to remain competitive by re-educating 
themselves will continue to find jobs (Van Dam & Guidone, 2018). The need for job 
training is necessary if workers want to remain competitive in a knowledge-based, 
automated society (Cummins, Yamashita, Millar, & Sahoo, 2019). Ensuring that the labor 
force has the skills and training needed to gain and keep employment is and will continue 
to be a key function of WTCs (Ziegler, 2015). 
Recent literature posits that aligning training with industry needs ensures the 
availability of highly skilled, technically trained workers with industry-relevant 
qualifications (Pima Association of Governments PAG, 2017). Additional literature 
review agreed that alignment and prioritization start with the identification of specific 
needs such as occupation-specific skills, apprenticeships, and worker re-entry programs 
(Eades & Hughes, 2017; Snell, 2019). Adult workers attending WTCs have the 
opportunity to enhance their education and skills training to meet the tasks of the 21st-
century workplace. Thus, as job markets continue to expand and skill-sets evolve, 
improving the alignment between workforce initiatives and industry needs will continue 
to be a priority (Van Dam & Guidone, 2018). 
 
Evidence from Research 
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As state economies continue to grow and put more people to work, finding skilled 
labor is the most significant challenge facing many competitive American businesses 
(Buckwalter & Togila, 2019). Research indicated there is a revolution occurring in the 
world of work where almost every job will be affected by globalization, technological 
progress, and demographic change (OECD, 2017; Tytler, Bridgstock, White, Mather, 
McCandless, Grant-Iramu, 2019). The next few decades will witness a change to current 
jobs, the disappearance of some jobs entirely, and the creation of new jobs that do not yet 
exist (Tytler et al., 2019). Hence, the change most noticeable is in the areas of retail, 
entertainment, health care, manufacturing, and education as technology advances (Tytler 
et al., 2019). The forces pushing this revolution are automation, robotics, the Internet, 
climate change, globalization, and an aging and increasing population (OECD, 2017). 
The forces shaping the future workforce are artificial intelligence, robotics, 
automation and digital transformation with ever-smarter machines performing more 
human tasks; globalization in which our workforce is going global and the global 
workforce coming to us; and collaboration with many jobs, with many employers all at 
the same time (Foundation for Young Australians, 2017a, 2017b). We are living through 
significant and world-changing times. If people are to remain employable, they need to 
acquire and develop new skills. These skills not only refer to technical knowledge and 
skills, but also to soft skills like collaborative capability, empathy, and entrepreneurial 
skills (Tytler et al., 2019). Whether experts predict the mass elimination of jobs or the 
creation of more new jobs (AlphaBeta, 2017), the consensus is that changes occurring in 
the labor market will be significant, substantial, and likely to require a large proportion of 
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the workforce to engage in retraining, reskilling and lifelong learning (Riad, 2017; 
Silvennoinen & Nori, 2017). Research indicated that the entire population is living in a 
technological transformation age in the way we work and conduct business (Stubbings, & 
Williams, 2018). Researchers also agree that if we want to avoid the significant social 
dislocation caused by the speed of technological advances and changes, we need 
policymaking to include businesses and employers working collaboratively to address 
these innovations and how to ease the fear of an automated society (Bakhshi, Downing, 
Osborne, & Schneider, 2017). 
Recommendations 
The goal is to increase employment opportunities for low-skilled, displaced, and 
unemployed adult workers looking to re-enter the job market. The workforce 
development approach is to help workers obtain skills through training programs and 
other skilled services developed in response to employer demands. Research shows 
improvements can increase earnings and improve job quality for all unemployed or 
under-skilled workers or workforce in the region. Based on the findings of this project 
study and the scholarly literature, the following research-derived strategies are 
recommended.  
Recommendation #1 – Retention, Collaboration, and Technologies:  The WTC 
partner with local businesses to discuss strategies to help businesses recruit and retain 
workers, work collectively to improve compensation packages that are competitive with 
other employers and industries, and incorporate new technologies by creating and 
providing applicable training (Ziegler, 2015). 
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Recommendation #2 – Skill Alignment and Changing Needs: The WTC and the local 
businesses and employers partner to discuss nuanced alignment of curricula according to 
the changing needs of local businesses and employers. Forming a partnership can affect 
how local businesses, employers, WTCs, public workforce agencies, and education and 
other training providers collaborate to create broader change (Ziegler, 2015). 
Recommendation #3 – Networking About the Availability of Training: The WTC 
notify businesses and employers with information about its availability to assist in the 
development and delivery of training and certificate programs for supervisors, managers, 
and employees new to leadership positions (Messina, 2017). 
Recommendation #4 – Early and Continuing Career Counseling: The WTC assist 
adult students or working adults with career exploration and preparation to identify 
specific career interests (Carlson, 2017). Starting this process early allows the adult 
working student to learn about the different career options available while developing 
professional working skills (Selingo, 2017).  
Recommendation #5 – Job Fairs, Internships, and Externships: The WTC and local 
businesses host job fairs and networking events so adult students looking for employment 
can meet and talk with employers in a career field of interest. Offering paid internships 
and externships as hiring incentives to workers seeking employment (Carlson, 2017).  
Recommendation #6 – Resourcing for New Hires: Businesses and employers utilize 
WTC services to search for applicants with the skills and competencies needed to work 
for their company (Hudson & Klein-Collins, 2018). 
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Recommendation #7 – Chamber of Commerce Membership: The WTC join and 
maintain active membership in the local Chamber of Commerce to facilitate networking 
and collaboration with the business community that it supports. 
Conclusion 
The alignment of the workforce training curricula requires programs to provide 
education to facilitate obtaining industry certifications, licenses, and credentials to make 
the WTC worker students more employable. With the changing workplace and 
workforce, businesses and employers need workers with the right skills. The outcome is 
the low skilled, displaced, and unemployed workers gain access to training, jobs, and 
advancement opportunities from attending the WTC. In contrast, businesses and 
employers have access to a qualified and productive workforce (Ziegler, 2015). 
One thing is certain: The coming decades will bring change. Some current jobs 
will disappear, and new jobs that do not yet exist will emerge. All jobs will be affected by 
globalization, technological progress, and demographic changes. For WTCs and other 
education entities to remain relevant through these changes, they will need a protocol and 
method to ensure their curricula speak to the needs of the employers who hire their 
graduates. 
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Appendix B: Business and Employer Interview Protocol 
 
Date: __________________ Start Time: _____________ End Time: _____________ 
Location: ______________________________________________________________ 
Researcher: ____________________________________________________________ 
Interviewee: ____________________________________________________________ 
Pre-Interview/Introduction: 
1. Thank the interviewee for participating in the study. 
2. Review with the employer participant the rationale for the study, the purpose of 
the interview, data that will be collected, and confidentiality and protection of 
identity. Review the informed consent form and have participant sign it if not 
already signed. 
3. Inform the participant that I would like to audio record the interview to have an 
accurate record of our conversation and obtain their permission for recording. I 
will set up the recording device.  
4. Inform the participant that the interview will not exceed 60 minutes.  
5. Ask to clarify anything for the participant before proceeding. 
 
Demographic Information 
1. What is your position? 
2. How long have you been in this position? 
3. What are your level and educational background? 
 
Interview Questions:  
Please share your views, perceptions, and experiences as a supervisor, manager, or 
human resource staff for your employer or business. 
1. What type of business do you operate?  
2. How does your company hire employees? What method(s) do you use? 
3. Explain typical reasons applicants are rejected or not qualified for a position. 
4. What skills and abilities do you seek when hiring?  
5. Do you seek applicants with a certain type of qualification, certificate, degree, or 
advanced training? 
6. What communication skills are needed for successful employment at your 
business? 
7. What skills are needed for employment at your business? 
8. Please explain the level of computer skills needed by your employees.  
9. What types of training do you require of your employees? 
10. Where and how do your employees receive their ongoing training? 
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11. Please rate the relative importance of academic skills (reading, writing, and 
arithmetic), technical (specialized) skills, and soft skills (people/personal 
responsibility skills) when hiring new employees? 
12. How would you rate the above three classes of skills (academic, 
specialized/technical, and soft) in relative importance for a successful career for 
your employees. 
13. Of the three academic skills, what is most important and why?  
14. If technical skills are important, please identify what specific technical skills are 
important and why.  
15. If soft skills are important, please identify which one(s) are most important.  
16. Do you use the local Workforce Training Center (WTC) as one resource to recruit 
or hire individuals? If so, do you feel they adequately prepare individuals to work 
at your business?  
17. If you do not currently consider graduates from the local WTC for employment at 
your company, please share any thoughts or ideas about anything the WTC could 
add or do differently to better prepare graduates for employment in your business? 
18. Is there anything you would like to add or share that has not already been 
discussed? 
 
Post-Interview 
1. Thank participant for their meaningful involvement and reassure confidentiality. 
2. Establish future contact with the participant for member checking after data has 
been transcribed and analyzed. 
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Appendix C: Workforce Training Director Interview Protocol 
 
Date: __________________ Start Time: _____________ End Time: _____________ 
Location: _______________________________________________________________ 
Researcher: _____________________________________________________________ 
Interviewee: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Pre-Interview/Introduction: 
1. Thank the participant for their meaningful involvement in the study. 
2. Review with the participant the rationale for the study, the purpose of the 
interview, the kind of data that will be collected, and confidentiality and 
protection of identity.  
3. Review the informed consent form and have participant sign it if not already 
signed. 
4. Inform the participant that I would like to audio record the interview to have an 
accurate record of our conversation and obtain their permission for recording. I 
will set up the recording device.  
5. Inform the participant that the interview will not exceed 60 minutes.  
6. Ask to clarify anything for the participant before proceeding. 
 
Demographic Information 
1. What is your position? 
2. How long have you been in this position? 
3. What is your educational background? 
 
Interview Questions:  
Please share your views, perceptions, and experiences as the workforce training director. 
1. We have already communicated and agreed that certain types of WTC documents 
will be helpful in my efforts to learn more about the WTC’s vision, mission, 
accreditation, training, and certificate programs offered. Please suggest any other 
documents that you think might be helpful to my study. 
2. Please tell me about the population of students you serve at the WTC. What does 
your typical student look like?  
3. Please share the kinds of skills training and certificate programs currently offered 
by your training center? 
4. If there are any skills training or certificate programs being considered for 
addition or currently under development for future implementation, please tell me 
about them.  
5. If there are any skills training or certificate programs currently being reviewed or 
considered for program deletion, please tell me about those.  
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6. Please share the primary sources for your curricular inputs. Who suggests or 
mandates which training and certificate programs are offered by the WTC?  
7. Is there a demand from employers and businesses for specific training and 
certificate programs to be offered? How does that communication between the 
WTC and community work or manifest? 
8. How much leeway do you and your faculty/staff have in creating, modifying, or 
deleting training and certificate programs?  
9. Please describe the basic design or structure of your training and certificate 
programs (e.g. format, duration, etc.)? 
10. What is your perception of the impact of the workforce training and certificate 
programs on participants’ lives? 
a. Are the participants’ satisfied with the skills gained as a result of your 
training program curriculum? 
b. Do your training and certificate programs improve the participants’ chances 
for employment? 
11. Please share a quick story where a student’s life was positively impacted by their 
experience with the WTC. 
12. In what ways are your training and certificate programs customized for various 
employers? Can you provide any examples?  
13. What else would be useful to know about workforce training and certificate 
programs? 
14. Is there anything you would like to add or share that has not already been 
discussed? 
 
Document Review 
1. Vision and mission documents 
2. Accreditation documents 
3. Training curriculum documents 
4. Certificate program documents 
 
Post-Interview 
1. Thank participant for their meaningful participation and reassure confidentiality. 
2. Establish future contact with the participant for member checking after data has 
been transcribed and analyzed. 
 
